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Abstract.

Findings from a general study of issues associated with control of
burning fusion plasmas are reported, and applications to ITER are
given.

A number of control variables are discussed. A zerodimensional
system has been developed and stability against coupled temperature
and density variations are studied. Also space dependent energy balance
and transition to thermonuclear burn are analysed as well as maximum
obtainable Q-values under subignited operation conditions.

Control designs with different input-output strategies are
analysed and numerically simulated, and a numerical experiment on
system identification is made. Requirements on diagnostics are
discussed and areas for further studies are identified.
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1 INTRODUCTION and SUMMARY

Theoretical analysis of burning fusion plasmas in tokamaks based
upon different assumed transport models show that active burn control
is often necessary, in order to keep a plasma near a working point with
technically attractive features. There normally exists a high-
temperature burn equilibrium which is intrinsically stable, but this
equilibrium is usually far from the condition of optimum fusion power
production around 12 keV. Furthermore, the beta value may become
prohibitively high, which may lead to a major disruption. Normally there
is also a low-temperature equilibrium with a more attractive location.
In most cases of interest this equilibrium is unstable against
temperature perturbations. A reactor starting close to this equilibrium
will diverge from it, with a thermal excursion, ending either at a low
temperature, where the burn is quenched, or at a too high temperature,
where a disruption or wall damage can occur.

This "thermal instability" of a fusion reactor is generally
recognized, and several studies dealing with this problem exist, see e. g.
ref. [1-5]. A number of methods of controlling this instability have been
suggested and theoretically analyzed. The experimental conditions may
be arranged in such a way that a certain amount of passive (non-
feedback) stabilization can be obtained, at least for certain transport
models. However, this is at the very best only true for a limited set of
conditions, and does not seem to allow a controlled variation of the
working point and the output power. Since this has to occur at least
twice each time a reactor is run, at start up and shut down, a feedback
stabilization is generally judged to be necessary.

Among the main goals of burn control studies we wish to mention
the following:

- Identification and investigation of methods for control of the
operating point (i.e. power balance equilibrium) in the face of
range of disparate energy confinement scaling laws and a range of
candidate operating parameters (e.g. Zeff, profiles, etc.).

- Identification and investigation of methods for control of the
burn temperature and fuel density and composition.

- Identification and investigation of the coupling of burn
control to the requirements on the diagnostic systems, with
their different sampl.r.g rates, accuracies and dynamic ranges.



The motivation for the present work is twofold. First, it is true
that control theory considerations, in addition to the physics aspects,
are found in many papers, but it is felt that this coupling needs to be
enforced. In particular, there are some deeper aspects of modern control
theory, including optimal control, adaptive control and system
identification, that may be of interest. Secondly, a coupling to the
properties of the pertinent diagnostics should be made. Such a coupling
is almost totally absent in the literature, in spite of its importance for
control. Although it is difficult to give a definite answer, it is believed
that utilization of process identification and adaptive control schemes
will have an important impact on the requirements on the diagnostics,
which should be investigated.

In order to enlighten these two particular aspects of burn control,
a comprehensive understanding of the impacts on the system from all
physical and technology processes involved will be necessary. Some of
the most important of these are discussed in this work.

Several potential actuators, their main features and physical
impacts are described in sec. 2. The purpose of using these is to
modify the energy balance in accordance with the control aims. Two
different kinds of actuators are distinguished: those who have an impact
on the plasma heat source strength, and those who modify plasma
energy losses.

Since passive stabilization can only be obtained for a limited set
of plasma conditions and does not seem to allow a controlled variation
of the working point or the power output, methods involving active
feedback of power and particle sources are generally judged to be
necessary. All schemes discussed suffer from an insufficient data base
or would increase the costs and impair the performance of the system.
New ideas are therefore highly desirable. Only feedback control of the
external heating power based on total neutron flux measurements has
been identified as the most direct and the most credible control
strategy available and it has been chosen as the primary stability
control scheme for ITER. The performance of this burn stability control
system is governed by constraints on heating and diagnostic systems.
When working on stability control one should seek to specify the most
optimal heating scenario as well as a minimum set of diagnostic
observables to ensure stability.

Analysis of a zero dimensional system is the topic of sec. 3. The
main objective is to analyze and illustrate the question of linearized
stability and illuminate nonlinear parametric dependences and phase



portraits. Therefore we discuss the system aspects rather than analyse
detailed physical processes behind different burn control methods, and
the complexity of the plasma physics model will be kept at a minimum.

The system of equations obtained has been specialized to form an
easily evaluable, second-order system. In this case one can give an
explicit, analytical condition for stability. Quick answers regarding
stability, time scales and eigenvectors are available. We have
implemented our system of equations on an efficient ODE solver and
time functions of various quantities can be obtained. To illustrate the
properties of the multitude of solutions in a finite region, a qualitative
phase-plane analysis has been chosen, based upon equilibrium point
classification, determination of various manifolds (fast, slow, stable,
unstable), together with a suitably dense set of trajectories. Feedback
control of unstable working points has been tested in a number of cases.
It is found that linear stability can often be obtained by simple means.
However, nonlinear effects are sometimes quite important.

The zero dimensional modelling of a burning plasma represents a
simplification of the corresponding 1-D space transport equations. The
approximation involved in the transition from 1-D to 0-D models is
often done in a heuristic way. In sec. 4 we have tried to make a more
stringent reduction of the space dimensionality by introducing formal
space averaging operations. In order to carry through this, some
information about the spatial profiles of temperature and density must
be assumed. We suggest that the profiles are primarily determined by
the diffusive transport loss properties. This is confirmed by comparison
with numerical 1-D calculations. Using this observation, useful
approximations of the radial equilibrium profiles can be obtained and a
consistent reduction to 0-D equations can be made. The 1-D equilibrium
solutions are also investigated with respect to their stability
properties, which are found to be the same as those derived from the
simplest 0-D space averaged models. Finally, an application of the
approximate solution is made to determine the equilibrium properties
for a particular transport model. The agreement with a full numerical
analysis of the corresponding problem is found to be good.

From the point of view of controlling an inherently unstable
operating point in a burning fusion plasma it is important to be able to
determine whether a given deviation from the equilibrium profile will
evolve towards quench or burn. Clearly, it is not sufficient to consider
only the change in central value, but rather the overall characteristics
of the profile should be taken into account. This problem is analyzed in
sec. 5. It is found that for small deviations the important parameter is



the value of the integrated perturbed profile as compared to that of the
equilibrium profile. Ignition [quench] results if the integral content of
the initial profile is larger [smaller] than the equilibrium integral
content. An extension of the theory is made to study the condition
required for thermo-nuclear flare up of initial profiles significantly
different from the equlibrium profiles. In particular it is found that for
profiles initially strongly peaked on axis, the condition to reach ignition
is significantly relaxed as compared to broader profiles, at least for
strongly nonlinear alpha particle heating.

Section 6 contains a discussion of some issues related to burn
control of subignited operated fusion plasmas. We emphasize that the
limited swing of the auxiliary sustainment heating gives rise to
limitations on the possibilities to control temperature excursions,
particularly when operating at high Q values close to the ignition
margin. Even moderate temperature deviations, e.g. due to the limited
accuracy of the temperature measurements, may then make the system
crossing the ignition border even with the additional heating completely
shut off. This problem has been analyzed in great numerical detail in
ref. [6], where numerical determinations of the maximum allowable Q
for given working temperatures and temperature deviations are
provided. We have found that the essential physics as well as explicit
scalings for maximum Q can be reproduced by a simple analytical model.

We have also extended this analysis by considering the effects of
sawteeth which complicates the active feedback control of an unstable
equilibrium profile. Two aspects of this problem are discussed:

(i) The sawteeth induced profile changes complicates the
interpretation of neutron emission signals into actual plasma
temperatures.

(ii) The sawtooth temperature variation implies an inherent Q-
limitation for subignited operation since the peak
temperatures must not exceed the ignition margin.
Furthermore, distinguishing between sawtooth excursions and
real thermal runaway may be difficult since the corresponding
characteristic time scales are comparable.

Effects (i) and (ii) taken together with a realistic safety margin to the
ignition point tend to limit the available Q-values to 10-20.

In sec. 7 we discuss some issues concerning control design. The
question of locating the poles such that a closed system becomes stable
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is enlightened. The possibility to utilize the a-particle output power as
the only signal for control is discussed. It is shown that in some
working space area large temperature excursions can be stabilized.
Operation with maximum Q under subignited conditions is described in a
phase plane analysis. Control by linear quadratic optimization of penalty
functions are illustrated with some examples. Also the influence of
delays of the diagnostic signals is treated in some detail.

System identification and adaptive control are today broadly
applied in various technology areas. In sec. 8 we discuss how these
techniques could be used for fusion burn control purposes. It exists in
different forms, and is already in use in fusion research. A particular
advantage is that they can be combined with physical knowledge based
on first principles. One important possibility is to identify relations
between e.g. some well defined action with one or several actuators and
signals from different diagnostics. An other attractive feature is the
use of the adaptive feed forward control algoritm for a well identified
system.

The problem of diagnosing the plasma with respect to burn
conditions is the topic of sec. 9. The influence on the energy
distribution of control actions and the reliability of neutron
measurements are discussed, and the question of how to handle
sawteeth is briefly revisited. Only a brief discussion based on achieved
results with characteristic times for energy confinement and thermal
run-away as the main ingredients is presented. A more comprehensive
analysis of the requirements is only possible when a detailed system
study including proper time delays, process identification and adaptive
control is available. This is outside the scope of this work. However, it
is our genuine understanding that a study of such a nature would not
only be able to specify the demands on the diagnostics, but also to show
under what operational circumstances the needs can be relaxed in
comparisons with the specifications given in sec. 8.

In section 10 we make a brief summary of areas of importance
for future work, particularly with respect to physics problems, control
theory and system identification issues.

1.1 Areas for special applications

Finally, it is here convenient to enlighten areas where modern
control techniques, including process identification and adaptive



control, can be particularly useful when applied to operation of fusion
reactor experiments:

When operating under subignited conditions with auxiliary
heating as the only actuator, there is an intrinsic danger in
operation close to the ignition border where thermal run-away
will occur. Safety requirements will then restrict operation
to Q-^alues significantly lower than those of marginal
ignition.

However, by employing modern control techniques one can
identify system properties to a certain degree, and thereby
enable operation at higher Q-values with maintained safety
margins. An important example is recognition of sawteeth
oscillations and initiation of appropriate actions, see sec. 6.

Hardware restrictions (e.g. maximum - and rate of change of
auxiliary heating power, accuracy in measurements of pertinent
plasma parameters and delays in diagnostic signals) will restrict
the area in parameter space available for operation.

Identification of the system and use of optimal control (with
penalty weights) will enlarge the operation parameter space,
see sec. 7.3-7.5.

For reasons of safe and continuous operation and in case of
instrumental failure, some degree of redundancy is planned to
be included in the diagnostics.

Modern control techniques, including process identification and
adaptive control, can be used for reconstruction of parameter
values and thereby reduce requirements on redundancy for
operation, see sec.8.
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2. CONTROL VARIABLES

2.1 General considerations

2.1.1 Simplified Burn Control Model

A convenient starting point in the review of burn control research
is to consider the fundamental characterization of the burn control
problem. Since the intention with this section is mainly to discuss the
system aspect rather than detailed physics problems behind different
burn control methods, the complexity of the plasma physics modelling
will be kept at a minimum.

Thermal equilibrium and stability of a fusion reactor plasma can
be understood by considering a simplified power balance equation given
by, ef ref. [1],

d
<3—(nT)>= <PMot> + <PcorflD> + <P«> - <PRAD> ~ <pi>

d l l aux comp ( 1 )

where the angular brackets denote a spatial average, T is the plasma
temperature, Paux denotes the auxiliary heating power density, Po is the
power density from alpha particle heating, PComp is the power density
associated with major/minor radius compression, Prad is the power
density sink from Bremsstrahlung and line radiation processes, and Pi =
3nT/xE represents the conductive/convective energy loss.

Provided that Zeff is sufficiently small, the dominant terms in the
heat balance equation (2) are typically the alpha heating and the
conduction losses, i.e. for a relevant burn equilibrium we have

<Pn> - <3 — > = o (2)

2.1.2 Phenomenology of thermal instability

In this subsection, we qualitatively describe conditions for onset
of
the thermal instability and consequences of the ensuing thermal
excursion. We consider eq. (1) in a simplified form where paux. Pcomp
and Prad are neglected. Consequently, the equilibrium points are
determined by eq. (2), where Pa = no n j <av>Ea. Here, np and n j denote
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deuterium and tritium densities, <ov> is the DT fusion reaction rate, and
E a = 3.5 MeV. A crucial problem for establishing the equilibrium
temperatures as well as for stability analysis is knowledge of the
proper model of TE. The different tE-scaling typically gives rise to two
equilibrium temperatures as solutions of eq. (2).

Assuming the plasma density to be constant, the stability
properties of the equilibrium points are determined by sign 3(Pa-Pi)/dT
where negative and positive signs indicate stability and instability
respectively. Thus, the upper equilibrium temperature, T2, is stable
whereas the lower equilibrium temperature, T1, is unstable with a
thermal run away time, TR, given by ref. [7]

Assuming, TE to be only weakly dependent on T and approximating <ov>
= T2-5, T =10 keV, eq. (3) implies

T R S 2xEs (4)

Thus, the ideal operating point would be the upper equilibrium point
which provides passive thermal stability, whereas the lower unstable
equilibrium requires external stabilizing measures capable of changing
plasma parameters on a time scale less than the thermal runaway time.

The operating temperature is, however, constraint by additional
conditions: MHD stability restricts the amount of plasma pressure which
can be confined in a given magnetic field,

P < Pcrit (5)

The fusion power density scales according to

P f u s P r B t
T2 (6)

which for given p and Bt has a maximum at T « 14 keV. Other objectives
su-.-h as improved current drive efficiency or maximisation of ignition
capability may modify this optimum operating point. Additional
constraints on the operating temperature may result from divertor
design limitations or the density limit. The former typically leads to
operation temperatures around 10 keV. We find that nearly all reactor
relevant operating points are of the unstable type in this regime.
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2.2 Actuators

Given the need to operate in the unstable regime, several
techniques have been proposed to control against the thermal excursion.
The purpose when introducing the actuators is to change the right-hand
side of the energy balance,.eq.(1), in accordance with the control aims.
This is mainly achieved in two ways, either the plasma heating source
is affected or the energy losses of the plasma are modified. A third
possibility is also present: i.e. methods affecting the source term of the
alpha particle power production. However, such methods will inevitably
modify the total output power and consequently change the operating
point. In the following several different potential methods are briefly
described and only their major features are discussed. One possibility
when grouping the methods is to distinguish between passive and active
methods. Another option is to group them according to how they effect
the energy balance as described above. At this stage in the work we
have only made the choice to distinguish between conventional, i.e.
frequently discussed and more exotic techniques.

2.2.1 Soft beta limit

A number of authors have discussed the possibility of relying on
soft degradation of energy confinement with enhanced beta values, see
refs. [2,7,8]. The consensus is that this would be an attractive
technique from the point of view that no additional complicated
equipment or diagnostics have to be introduced. The disadvantages are
the large uncertainty associated with disruptions involved when
operating near a beta limit. Hard disruptions must be avoided and more
knowledge is needed in order to establish confidence in such a scheme.

2.2.2 Density control

Provided that the energy confinement time behaves such that the
right hand side of the energy balance depends on plasma density one may
adjust the deuterium and electron density as a response to a variation
in ion temperature [2,7,9], so that the two leading terms in eq. (1)
change in the right direction, i.e. to counteract the deviation in ion
temperature. The technique is relatively slow, of the order of particle
penetration time (i.e. > 1.0 s). In the case of pellet injection an increase
of the density can be achieved on a shorter time scale (20 -50 ms). It is
not clear, however, whether the central energy confinement time still
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behaves in the same way during rapid variations of the ion 'smperature.
This would have to be established before application of the method.

2.2.3 Radiation losses

Introduction of high Z impurities in a controlled manner might be
useful for enhancement of the radiation losses in the plasma centre and
thereby lower the temperatures as suggested by refs. [2,7,8,9]. The time
scale for a response is of the order of particle confinement time (> 1.0
s) and is therefore regarded as slow in comparison with, e.g. the
thermal run away time, see ref. [9]. The method requires high pumping
capacity of impurities in order to enable fast reduction of impurities.
The amount of impurities needed for a thermal loss enhancement
necessary for an ion temperature decrease of 10% is of the order of 10-
5 lmp./ne which would have negligible effect on the fuel concentration
nd/ne for given b-value to effect the energy balance through the alpha
particle production. However, for larger deviations in ion temperature
the employment of this technique would require a larger amount of
impurities to be introduced. This might be inconsistent with operation
at or close to a maximum p-value and inevitably effect the fuel
concentration and thereby reduce the heating effect from the alpha
particles. The total fusion production will then also be affected and the
operating point is changed.

2.2.4 H-Gas feed

As suggested by ref. [10] one might be able to use controlled H-
gas feed as a way of controlling the alpha particle birth rate. When the
ion temperature increases above the desired value H-gas is introduced.
This will have the two fold effects: firstly it lowers the ion
temperature and secondly it reduces the amount of fuel through partial
replacement of deuterium by hydrogen. Both effects will lower the alpha
particle birth rate and consequently reduce the heating term in eq. (1).
The method requires good deuterium - hydrogen pumping facilities.
Calculations show that ion temperature deviations of the order of 1 keV
can be dealt with within the time scale of particle confinement time
provided the pumping capacity and particle confinement times fulfil
certain relations.

2.2.5 Adiabatic compression - decompression

One of the most promising and versatile means of controlling
plasma temperature and fusion power output is adiabatic volume
variation of ihe plasma by controlling the magnetic field, see ref. [11].
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This possibility has been extensively studied by numerous authors, see
e.g. rets. [2, 3, 9, 12, 13, 14]. In contrast to many other controlling
actions, it works well in both directions. In almost all cases, the major
radius is varied by varying the strength of the vertical magnetic field.
This then also leads to a corresponding variation of the minor radius.
The particle density varies, typically, as - n(dV/dt)/V, and the energy,
influenced by the compressional work, as - (10/3)nT(dV/dt)/V. Using
the Grad-Shafranov equation, not only the volume change but the
influence on the entire profile can be calculated, see, e.g. refs. [12, 15].

This stabilizing influence of volume changes exists already as an
intrinsic property of a fusion plasma: A thermal disturbance will
produce a change in major radius R, and the volume change tends to
stabilize the plasma. This gives a certain amount of passive
stabilization. In practice, however, one should expect that active
feedback has to be used, by a vertical field that is varied.

An attractive feature of magnetic compression is that the zero-
dimensional, spatially averaged quantities are in general relevant for
the control problem, as has been shown by a few one-dimensional
studies, see e.g. ref. [12]. Furthermore, a single-variable feedback signal
for temperature also stabilizes fusion power output, and conversely.

There is a problem with the motion of the divertor x-point, but
this appears to be solvable. An additional drawback is the extra space
between plasma and wall necessary to allow for the motion of the
plasma; this is a significant technical constraint.

In the TIBER study (see ref. [16]), adiabatic compression -
decompression is judged as experimentally, theoretically and
technologically well verified, with fast enough response times. The
drawbacks are lack of parameter flexibility, high component costs, and
coupling to other effects. The power required, complexity, and failure
consequences are tolerable.

2.2.6 Controlled auxiliary heating

Control by auxiliary heating (RF or NBI), is an attractive candidate
for burn control since significant power levels are already available for
heating the plasma to ignition temperatures. The comparatively well
understood physics and technology of NBI or RF heating and the fast
response times are further advantages. However, the method is
inherently limited to stabilizing negative temperature excursions of an
ignited plasma and a complementary method, e.g. a soft beta limit must
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be available to stabilize positive temperature excursions. An
alternative is to use subignited operation together with auxiliary power
modulation, which has been suggested as a potential method to be used
in the first generation of fusion experiments, see ref. [17].

2.2.7 Toroidal field ripple

One possible mechanism for producing power swings necessary
for thermal control is variable toroidal field ripple. In general, very
small asymmetries in tokamaks are predicted to have significant
effects on the confinement of the plasma and on the high energy alpha
particles. This ability of a small change in field ripple to cause large
changes in energy confinement gives this process its attraction as a
control mechanism, ef ref. [7].

The plasma power losses, PR, that accompanies a given amount of
ripple can be written as

J (7)

where the first term accounts for the fraction, fR, of the alpha
particles that are lost by ripple processes before they slow down, and
the second term represents the loss of ion energy by the enhanced
diffusion from ripple trapping or the banana drift processes. The
quantities, n,- and Tj are the average ion density and temperature,
respectively, V is the plasma volume, and TR is the ion energy
confinement time associated with field ripple diffusion. This last
parameter can be calculated from the expression

1 4
— = -f (Xi.RT+Xi.BD) (8)

where a is the minor radius of the plasma, and XJTRT and XJ.BD are the ion
heat transport coefficients for ripple trapped diffusion and banana drift
diffusion, respectively.

Early estimates, see e.g. ref. [18], predicted that X^RT depended
s t r o n g l y on t e m p e r a t u r e and r i pp le s t r e n g t h ,

8, (Xi,RT = T f l8 f2; f! = 7/2; f2 = 3/2). Thus strong temperature dependence
coupled with a non-vanishing thermal conductivity at the plasma centre,
was considered as a possible method for controlling thermal runaway in
the early phase of INTOR, see ref [19]. The system with the INTOR-
Alcator confinement scaling would become stable if, c.f. ref. [20],
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(f,+ l;P + a > 2 (9)

where p = 1-a is the fraction of the a-power that is transported away
by the ripple-induced conductivity. An analysis of burn temperature
control and passive stabilization of thermal runaway based on this
.model was given in ref. [21]. This scheme is particularly attractive if
the edge ripple is kept at a value giving negligible ripple transport
during start-up and is raised to the required equilibrium value after
ignition is reached.

Recent theoretical studies indicate that ripple losses are smaller
and less temperature dependent, see ref. [22]. Passive stabilization is
then impossible but control of the burn temperature is still possible
with somewhat higher ripple values.

Besides burp equilibrium control, stabilization of thermal
runaway by active ripple regulation was considered, see ref. [20]. A
simple controller according to

5 f -
— = g — ; &;t-0) = 0; T(t=0) = T! (10)

O O

where 0 and - denote equilibrium values and deviations from the
equilibrium, respectively. Ti is the initial temperature perturbation,
gives stability for a suitably chosen gain factor g. The main problem of
this scheme is the provision of the required field variation and rate of
field variation. The existence of high-energy alpha particle losses in
the presence of high ripple could be a problem for all schemes relying on
ripple-induced transport. If the alpha ripple losses are small, as
predicted in ref. [23], enhanced ripple values needed for burn control
would be marginally compatible with the limits on the fast alpha
losses. If the losses are high, see ref. [24], much lower edge ripple
values than presently envisaged for next generation devices would be
required and all the control schemes based on toroidal field rippie
would be ruled out.

2.2.8 Subignition operation

The stabilization of thermal runaway can be obtained by working
in the subignition regime (nearly ignited plasma) with actively
controlled steady-state or time-varying auxiliary heating, see ref. [6,7,
25,26]. In the case of steady-state heating, the value of the energy
multiplication factor Q (fusion power/auxiliary heating power) at which
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the stabilization is possible were found to be relatively modest, see
ref. [25]. In contrast to this, the use of variable heating for thermal
stability allows the possibility of high-Q (Q » 20) operation over a
wide temperature range, see ref. [6].

For a given value of Q and ion temperature, there is a limited
range of temperature excursions where the control system is effective.
For fixed Q, larger temperature deviations are allowed at higher tempe-
ratures where the fusion power production increases more gradually
with temperature. It has been found that the use of centrally peaked ion
heating offers significant advantages over edge heating and central
electron heating, see ref. [6].

2.3 Exotic techniques

2.3.1 Burn control through fishbones

Recent experiments in JET with high-power NBI and ICR heating
have shown that both types of heating produce fishbone-like bursts, see
ref. [27]. These bursts are repetitive lasting a few milliseconds, with a
repetition time of = 10 ms. The frequency of the observed oscillations
lies typically in the range 6-10 kHz for both ICRH and NBI discharges.
The MDH characteristics of this activity exhibit close similarities with
those reported from PDX in ref. [28], where also substantial losses of
high-energy ions have been obsarved in connection with fishbone
oscillations. Theory models in ret. [29, 30] suggest that the fishbone
instability is caused by the resonance between an m = 1, n = 1 internal
kink mode and the drift precessional motion of energetic ions inside q =
1 surface. These trapped energetic ions can be either produced by NBI or
can be accelerated by ICRH waves. The internal kink mode is
destabilized if the beta value of trapped hot particles, Ph,t exceeds a
critical value, i.e.

where e is the inverse aspect ratio, coDth is the bounce precessional drift
frequency of hot particles and COA is the Alfvén frequency. Since the
fishbones can be quickly excited if the plasma is marginally stable and
they can drive out hot particles from the plasma, burn control by
fishbone excitation seems to be possible, see ref. [31]. This scheme can
reduce the background density by increased transport and hot trapped
particle removal. The particle loss rate is not appreciably heavy in one
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cycle and hence by controlling the number of fishbone cycles it should
be possible to dynamically control the total percentage reduction of the
hot and background ions, although the heat load en the first wall may
prove a limiting factor.

2.3.2 Control by variation of effective minor radius

Assuming that the dominant terms in the energy balance equation

can be approximated by T ^ ^ K O T 5 and Pa/3n = S0TP, the equilibrium
solution of eq. (2) can be related to the plasma minor radius, a, ( for
further details see sec. 4):

<TS> =

f _

Thus, e.g. for the case p = 2, 8 = 0.5 we see that a 5% change in minor
radius a is sufficient to produce a 20% change in <TS>. Hence, if a
suitable method of changing the effective plasma radius could be
devised, then this may be a practical method for control. One method of
doing this could perhaps be to move the divertor x-point in and out, if,
e.g. this is possible on the required time scale and if the resulting
changes in deposition profile on the divertor plates would be tolerable.
Another method may be to strongly increase the heat conductivity in the
outer regions of the plasma, thereby effectively reducing its size. This
may prove possible to accomplish if turbulence could be induced by
injected edge-localized waves or if time varying magnetic field ripple
could be introduced in the outer plasma by external windings.

2.3.3 Dynamic stabilization

It is well-known in mechanics that an unstable equilibrium point
may be stabilized if a suitable periodic force is applied. For example,
the unstable equilibrium of an inverted pendulum can be stabilized if its
base point is forced to perform an up-down motion with an amplitude
and frequency in a certain range. Also in plasma physics, dynamic
stabilization has been proposed for stabilization of, e.g. the Rayleigh-
Taylor instability, see, e.g. the review in ref. [32].

We have briefly examined whether the same technique could be
applied for burn control. It has been assumed that sinusoidally
modulated auxiliary heating is applied to the plasma, giving the energy
balance equation
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j — » v « / i » 0 > . u o ^ w i / V*-?.)

where

(14)

with paux being the time averaged auxiliary heating power. Suppose that

T = To is an unstable equilibrium solution of (13) with Po = 0, i.e. that

F(T0) = o,

| f lT=T o >0 . ((15)

Introducing 8T = T-To we find by Taylor expanding around the
equilibrium point

„ d(8T) ^ 3F , . (5T)2 a2F |

To simplify the notation, we have studied the model equation

dy ?
-j- = ay + by + c cos(cot) (17)

where y = 5T, and

1 d r i
a = T " "*Yr T >^ >

3n aT 'o

b=_L£p |
6n Tyr^ °

In the case when c = 0, it is straightforward to verify that for byo/a «
1 the solution of eq. (17) exponentially grows in time. Note that eq. (17)
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is a special case of the generalized Riccati equation. Introducing now
the variable transformation

exp̂  - j ydt1 (19)

eq. (18) becomes

,2

dt2
- a COST)U (20)

where x = cot, p2 = a2/(4co2), and a = cb/co2. This is the Mathieu equation
and is formally identical to the equation resulting in the case of the
inverted pendulum.

According to the theory of Floquet, eq. (20) has a solution of the form

u = £ a,, exp[i(n+k)t] (21)

The method of solution is to substitute (21) into (20) and equate the
coefficients of like powers of exp(ikz) to zero. In this way one obtains

,the system of equations

{(n + k)2 + p 2 } ^ - %,+,) = 0 (22)

Assuming that p2 « 1 and a 2 « 1 the solution can be approximated by
taking only n = 0, ± 1. This gives the following set of equations

- (k2 + p2)^ + oca, = 0

oca,, - a, = 0 (23)

which has a non-trivial solution if

k2 = 2a2 - (24)
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Thus, the approximate solution of eq. (20) may be written in the form

u = ( d e1 k t + C2 e~ikT)( 1 + 2a cos x) (25)

where Ci and C2 are constants. Transforming back to the variables y and
t we obtain

1 f a 2cb sin(o)t)

1+2 — cos(tot)
(0

+ 2
-j aj tan (̂ y

where y0 = y(0) and A =\J^{^) -

This shows that if

(27)
8c2b2

a2co2

the solution of eq. (17) has an oscillative character, i.e. it becomes
stable. Using the relations (18), the condition (27) can be written as

77
0F/9TX

^ 3 n T o (28)

Thus, it appears that dynamic stabilization of the burn instability
cannot be achieved in this way since P0/co which is needed for
stabilization should be larger than the plasma energy content in
equilibrium.
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3 ANALYSIS OF SIMPLE ZERODIMENSIONAL SYSTEM

3.1 Introduction

In order to deepen the insight into the thermal instability of a
burning fusion plasma and its control the simplest possible, yet
physically meaningful, zero dimensional system of equations has been
considered. Linear analyses around different working points, with
different assumed scaling laws, have been made. First, it has been
assumed that there exists an independent control of the density, later
the interplay between the n- and T-variations has been considered. In a
number of cases, the nonlinear equations have been solved numerically.
Different ways of increasing working point stability by feedback
control is the topic of sec. 7.

In the general, zero dimensional plasma evolution equations (see
e.g. ref. [33]), we have assumed that:

Deuterium and tritium densities are equal. Control by for instance
dilution, by helium ash or protonium or other means, may be looked
into at a later stage.

Heavy impurities have only been regarded by their influence on Zeff
but their contribution to plasma charge balance, and energy losses
by line radiation have been neglected.

Ohmic heating has been disregarded.

No details of the energy deposition from energetic alpha or neutral
beam particles have been considered, including the distribution of
energy to electrons and ions, or the delay in the deposition.

No magnetic compression is considered.

3.2 Equations used
The equations become

dn n
S

3nT
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Here, S is the particle source term, Pa is the heat from fusion-
generated alphas, Paux the auxiliary heating power, and Pb the
Bremsstrahlung loss. Use is made of the standard assumption concerning
the form of the energy and particle confinement times:

Here, we expect that the interval [-4, 4] for I and m will cover all cases

of interest. The constant K2 is assumed to fulfil 1<K2<1O, typically, a

value K2 = 3 has been chosen. Such a low figure seems to be realistic
for modern tokamaks, see ref. [34].

A few cases have been studied, in which the power P in the ITER
recommended power-law scaling TE = k n 0 1 P " ° - ^ has been taken to be
the net input power, Pjn = Pa + Paux - Pb If P can instead be identified
with the power loss by transport, a power-law dependence on n and T
results (see sec. 3.3), and this is the model that primarily has been
used. Work using the recommended offset linear scaling is under way.

The multiplicative constant K1 is kept as one of the parameters
of the problem. When a particular scaling law is applied to a particular
machine, like NET or ITER, K1 will get a particular numerical value. At
the working point (index 0), the LHS in (1) become zero. Subtracting the
resulting equations from (1), we obtain

" P.,, J - <Pb -

(2)

In the case of an uncontrolled plasma (an "open system"), the
supply of particles and the auxiliary heating are kept at the values
corresponding to the working point:

s — s - n • P - P =0
0 Jo ~ " ' *aux raux,o "
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A change of units is made: particle temperatures are given in
keV, and densities in units of 10 2 0/m 3 . Transforming the equations
accordingly, and dividing the energy equation by 3, we obtain the
following system for the dynamics of the uncontrolled plasma:

dn ( n no

^ P = (Pa- Pa.o) " (Pb " Pb.o) " (Pf " Pf.o) (3)

Here, the transformed Bremsstrahlung losses are given by

Pb = 0.1 n2VTZ; f f; typically 1.3<Ztff<5

For Pa , approximated by one fifth of the fusion power, we adopt a
formula based on the expression S5** of ref. [35], for the reactivity.
This is claimed by the author to be accurate within a few per cent, up to
80 keV. We get

P a = 2.917 x 1016n2expl—+ a2+a3T +

where
a i = - 20.779964
a2 = - 25.813871
a3 = - 6.625135 x 10"2

a4 = 3.0934551 x 10"4

r = 0.30366647

Furthermore,

P
f K, n1 T"1

Pertinent equilibrium temperatures are believed to lie between 6 and 25
keV, and densities between 0.5 and 5, with the units chosen.

For a subignited plasma, we shall most of the time use the Q-
value at the working point,
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P S P
*•& ~ p "p

raux,o raux,o

instead of the multiplicative constant K i . This is because Qo is felt to
be a more illustrative physical and technical quantity. The equilibrium
energy balance condition furnishes the simple relation between those
two numbers:

K , —
n'"1

Qo can be expressed as

K,

and typically, we have l <Q, <«..

3 3 ITER conditions.

For the energy confinement time of ITER we use the expression :

TE = 0.048 fe MO-5 |p0.85 R1.2 a0-3 |<0-5 B°-2 n°-1 P - 0.5.

Here, fe is the H-mode enhancement factor. We specialize by choosing
M=2.5; lp=22; R=6; a-2.15; k-2.21; B-4.9. This gives TE =k3 fe n0.1 p-0.5 ,
where k3=2.23. Usually, P is taken as the net input power Pjn = Pa +
Paux - Pb • In a steady state, this equals the power loss by transport
Ptr(MW)= 48 nT/iE , with the units chosen. For simplicity, we identify P
with the transported power Ptr = Pin - dW/dt also away from steady-
state conditions. Inserting the above expression Ptr in the formula for
TE and solving a second-degree equation, one gets

P = 4.24 fe"2 n1 -8 T2 ; i £ = 11.3 fe
2 n ' 0.8 j "1 .

Clearly, this is of the standard type given in sec. 3.2, with l=-0.8 and
m=-1.
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From Paux = Pb + Pf - Pa and Q = 5 Pa /Paux , valid at an
equilibrium point, the operating regimes in the nT-plane can be
visualized by contour plots of Paux and Q, see figs. 1-6.

3.4 Stability against pure temperature variations

To study the temperature instability in the simplest possible
way, it may be instructive to assume that the density is maintained at
its working point value, n = no, by a separate density control system.
We then only need to consider temperature variations. The faster time
scale of the energy variation than that of the density may be an
argument in favour of this view.

Dividing the energy equation by the constant density, we may
write

The stability is analysed by linearizing around an equilibrium To,
F(To)-0.

F(T)«CT-T0)- F(T0)

Integration then gives

T-To = (T(0)-To]- c'^'1

where T(0) is the temperature at time zero. Clearly, we have
exponential growth or decay of a perturbation, according to whether
F'(T0) > 0 or F'(To) < 0. Inserting the actual expressions and
differentiating, we get

F(T0)= —— - — T + % + 2^, To -0.05 n0

The first term corresponds to the tendency towards growth, due to the
alpha particle heating, and the second to the (modest) stabilizing
influence of the Bremsstrahlung (e.g., with Zeff = 2; To = 10 keV; no =1
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( -1020/m3) , the Bremsstrahlung time constant becomes 32 seconds).
We observe that the influence of the last term, from transport, becomes
marginal for m = 1. For larger values of m, it becomes destabilizing;
this is then due to an energy confinement that is sufficiently much
improved when the temperature goes up.

Summing up the different contributions, we conclude that the
conditions for stability against purely thermal perturbations, with the
density assumed to be constant becomes

r

C
,4)

This gives a limitation on the magnitude of the multiplicative constant
K-|, or, alternatively, on the magnitude of Qo- Conversely, with k, I and m
fixed, the condition determines which working points are intrinsically
stable in the present sense. This is illustrated in figs. 7 and 10 for a
couple of the earlier used values of fe and Zeff. The stable region is to
the left of each curve.

3.5 Stability against coupled temperature and density
variations

Without assuming the density to be constant, the coupled
variation of n and T has been studied in the linear approximation, using
elementary theory of differential equations, see ref. [36]. The system
behaviour around a working point (no, To) is then characterized by a
matrix of the partial derivatives of the right-hand members, evaluated
at the working point. Specifically with

dn
- T - =fj (n, T; parameters)

- T - = f2 (n, T; parameters)

we get
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a
dn

The topological character of the solutions in the vicinity of (no, To) is
then obtained from the eigenvalues of this matrix, and stable and
unstable manifolds of saddle points or fast and slow manifolds of nodes
are obtained from the eigenvectors. To implement this, in the second
equation of the system (3), we differentiate the product, subtract T
dn/dt, using the expression for dn/dt in the first equation, and divide by
n. We then obtain the system

dT _ Pg-Pg.o Pb~Pb,o
dt " n

f.o T
n + n ( P v (5)

where Fp = — .

Differentiating, we obtain after some algebra

l-l
l l - ~~Z~ ' A 12 ~

P —P

ao
2n0T0

1-m m

In A22 we recognize the earlier used quantity F'(T0), but there is also an
additional, stabilizing (for m > 0) contribution from the energy loss by
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particle transport. The quantities decisive for stability are the trace
and the determinant of this matrix:

Trace: = A-| 1 + A22
Det: = Ai 1A22 - A12A21

The stability condition becomes, see ref. [36] :

Trace <0

Det >0

If it is fulfilled, one either gets two negative eigenvalues, in which
case the working point is a stable node, or two complex roots with a
common, negative real part, corresponding to a stable spiral. The choice
between real and complex eigenvalues is given by the discriminant

Disc: = Trace^ - 4 Det

and the eigenvalues may be written

. _ Trace! VDisc
2

Eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors have been calculated for
several working points (no, To), physically allowable Qo-values, and
various assumptions (I, m) on the scaling law. In general, these
eigenmodes include a variation of both n and T, but in some cases,
notably for m = 0, one eigenvector is parallel to the T-axis.

Many cases have been observed, in which a pure T-variation is
stable, but where the added degree of freedom by allowing n to vary
gives instability in the phase plane. It appears that a fairly accurate
constancy of n would be necessary in order to suppress thermal
instability in these cases.

The regions of phase plane stability for ITER are shown in figs.
8-9 and11-12 for the two earlier used combinations of Zeff and fe-
Clearly, the added degree of freedom gives instability for a large
operating regime that is stable against purely thermal perturbations,
but one should not exclude the possibility that the cooperation between
n and T may be such as to increase the stability in certain cases.
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From an analysis of figs. 1-12 and other, similar diagrams, the
following general picture of the burn and burn stability in ITER emerges:

- The enhancement factor fe has a strong influence; this seems to be
due to the fact that it enters quadratically in the transport losses,
which are always important for the power balance. In contrast,
Zeff plays a more marginal role, due to its linear occurrence in a
term which is in general not among the dominant ones.

For fp = 1. the ITER plasma will never ignite, at least not for
pertinent n and T values. The Q-value 's quite low, in the region
0.5-2, for auxiliary heating powers up to a maximum of 150 MW.
The power balance is mainly between the auxiliary heating and the
power loss by transport. With the assumed power law scaling, the

latter varies as T , thus increasing strongly with temperature.
This is the physical reason why the burn is essentially always
stable.

- For fo = 2.2. the burn happens readily, already for To = 7-10 keV.
The energy balance is, essentially, between alpha particle heating
and transport losses. Due to the low temperature of ignited and
subignited burn, Pa varies strongly with T, with an exponent of
2.5-3. This stronger dependence than the exponent 2 for the
transport losses leads to temperature instability, which prevails
for almost all working points in the area of interest. With given
amount of auxiliary heating, the temperature will be higher for a
dirty plasma than for a clean one.

- An intermediate case is represented by fe = 1.5. where stability or
instability prevails, depending upon the working point and Zeff, as
well as the stability measure ( F' (To) , or trace and determinant
of a matrix). Indeed, later an example will be shown with two
possible working points for the same value of auxiliary heating
and particle feed. One is unstable, and the other, located for higher
T and lower n, is stable.

3.6 Nonlinear numerical calculations

The system of equations (5), describing the nonlinear evolution of
the uncontrolled plasma in nT-space, has been solved numerically in a
number of cases. The "DOPEX" program package by ref. [37] has been
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used, which includes a Turbopascal translation of the Fortran code, (see
ref.[38]), implementing the optimized Runge-Kutta algorithm of ref. [39].

In figs. 13-15, the bum instability is nicely demonstrated. There
are exceptional cases with intrinsically stable burn (see fig. 16), but in
general feedback control must be applied. The case of the scaling 1=2;
m=0, is quite interesting. Since the confinement improves strongly with
increasing density, there is an unstable development of the density, and
in fig. 14, with a high Q-value of 30, the density instability is more
striking than the temperature instability, especially for high n. With an
initial point to the right of and below the working point, T first goes
down a little, while n increases to a not very well defined value, at
which the density stays essentially constant, while T rushes upwards.

Fig. 15 is but one of many examples when the temperature varies
stably for n = no, but where any density deviation will lead to an
unstable development of both n and T.

Fig. 17 shows the phase portrait for ITER conditions as described

above, with n0 = 0.9x1020 /m 3 ; To = 10 keV; Zeff = 1.8; fe = 1.5. The
operation is driven, Q = 10.1 , and tE = 2.71 sec; k2 = 3. The power
level is P = 160 MW. Clearly, the working point is an unstable saddle
point, and it has the eigenvalues +0.06485 and -0.2142, corresponding
to +15.4 and -4.7 sees, respectively. The stable manifold, with direction
(1,-0.66), is essentially parallel to the density axis, while the unstable
one, (direction (1,-25.9) ), contains both an n and a T variation. There is
also an additional working point in the diagram at (0.75 ; 13.8), which is
stable. It appears to attract all points above the stable manifold of the
saddle point. The eigenvalues are sufficiently stable that it could serve
as an uncontrolled working point. However, if (0.9;10) is to be used, it
has to be stabilized. In fig. 18 the corresponding diagram for fe = 2.2 is
found. Fig. 19 shows the phase portrait when there is no confinement
enhancement, fe = 1 -

3.7 Summary

To describe and analyze the balance of particles and energy, the
simplest possible, yet physically meaningful, zero dimensional system
of ordinary differential equations was used. Confinement scalings xE =

k i n' T m ; Tp = k2 xE , were used in most cases. When the power P in the
recommended power law scaling for ITER is identified with the
transported power 3 nT/ xE, a power law as above results, with I = -0.8;
m = - 1 . A few cases have also been studied with P instead meaning the
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net input power (the difference being dW/dt, the time rate of change of
the thermal energy), with similar results.

The burn stability was analyzed, both against pure temperature
variations, with the density kept constant, and against coupled
temperature and density variations. The latter case is natural to
consider in view of the fact that the equations contain such a coupling;
notably, the reactivity contains both n and T in approximately the same
way. Furthermore, the particle confinement times are nowadays quite
short in the major tokamak experiments. Moreover, the alpha particle
heating, which is the dominant input power contribution for high-Q burn,
varies as T raised to an exponent not very much different from 2, for
temperatures of interest. The balance is against transport losses,
varying as T2. Thus the temperature variation of the dominating terms
is rather similar, leading to fairly long temperature runaway times,
which may then be of the order of the particle confinement time.
Including both n and T variations, stability then requires a negative
trace and a positive determinant of a certain functional matrix. The
added degree of freedom normally leads to increased instability, but
there are indications that there may be cases when the n-T interplay
instead acts stabilizing.

The stability theory is applied to general (generic) cases and to
ITER. The picture emerging for the burn and burn stability of ITER is
that the H-mode enhancement factor has a major influence, whereas
Zeff is usually of marginal importance. For fe = 1, the plasma never
ignites, but burns with Q = 0.5-2 for available auxiliary heating power
up to 150 MW. The burn is stable, due to the balance between auxiliary

heating and power loss, the latter varying as T , which is strongly
stabilizing. For fe = 2.2, ignition occurs for T = 7-10 keV, and the burn
is unstable, due to the balance between stabilizing transport losses
(varying as T2), and even stronger destabilizing alpha particle heating
(varying as T 2* "^) for these low temperatures. With fe = 1.5, we have
an intermediate case, in which Zeff, the particular choice cf working
point, etc. determine the stability.
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4 SPACE DEPENDENT ENERGY BALANCE EQUATION

4.1 Introduction

In an ignited DT fusion plasma, the plasma temperature is
sustained against power losses by the collisional heating during
slowing down of the fusion produced alpha particles. The corresponding
plasma energy balance equation is strongly nonlinear and in general
allows for two different equilibrium solutions corresponding to a "low"
temperature and a "high" temperature mode of operation. Technical and
physical constraints favour the low temperature equilibrium, at
temperatures T<10 keV, even though this equilibrium is unstable to
temperature perturbations and must be stabilized by external control
mechanisms, see ref. [7].

A significant effort has been made to study the heating to burn,
the subsequent equilibrium and stability properties of the burning
plasma, and possible means of stabilization, see ref. [1,7]. Most of
these efforts have been based on 0-D models or extensive numerical
codes to describe the space dependence of plasma parameters like
density and temperature. Furthermore the 0-D modelling is often done
in a heuristic way, which does not clearly relate to the space dependent
equations. The purpose of the present work is to put the approximation
procedure involved in the transition to 0-D models on a more formal
basis. Secondly, simple and useful approximations of the radial
equilibrium temperature profiles will be derived for a class of
nonlinear transport and heating models. These approximations should be
useful, e.g. when investigating various schemes for feedback control of
the equilibrium. The 1-D equilibrium solution is also investigated with
respect to its stability properties, which are shown to be the same as
those derived from the simplest 0-D space averaged model.

Finally, an application of the approximate solution is made to
determine the equilibrium properties for a particular transport model.

4.2 Thermal balance equation

The basic mechanism for thermal equilibrium and stability of a
fusion reactor plasma can be understood by considering the energy
balance equation:
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^(3nT)=Ps-P, (1)

where n is the plasma density, T is the plasma temperature, and Ps and
Pi denote the heating power and the power loss respectively. Operation
temperatures in future DT tokamak reactors are expected to be in the
range of T=10 keV. In this temperature range Ps and P| are dominated by
alpha particle deposition heating and transport losses respectively, i.e.

- p . = — —- rnK -=r— (2)
1 r dr \ or )

where <ov> is the DT reaction rate, Ea = 3.5 MeV, and K is the thermal
conductivity.

The reaction rate, which depends strongly on temperature, is
modelled as <av> a Tp, where p = d In <av>/d InT. The power law
exponent, p, decreases with increasing temperature, cf. figs. 20 and 21.

A crucial problem in present-day fusion plasma research is the
proper modelling of K and the extrapolability of these models to fusion
reactor conditions. In the present analysis we will approximate the
temperature dependence of K in the form of a power law: K = T5- For
simplicity we will first assume the density, n, to be constant in time as
well as in space. With these restrictions eq. (1) can be written

S (3)

The evolution of the temperature T(r,t) is subject to the boundary
conditions

T(a,t) = 0 (4)

where a denotes the plasma minor radius.
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4.3 Space-averaged analysis

Most investigations of the problem of igniting and then
controlling the subsequent burn of a fusion reactor plasma have relied
on O-dimensional simplifications of more or less complete dynamic
plasma equations, see e.g. ref. [1]. Eq. (3) represents the simplest
dynamic equation modelling the self-sustained burn of a fusion reactor
plasma.

Generally, the reduction of the system to eliminate the space
dependence can be done in a heuristic way by replacing the effect of the
diffusion operator in eq. (3) with an energy confinement time, XE,
according to

a ( K ol \ 1
r 3rv 3 3r/ tP

(5)

where tE = 3Lgff/K and Leff is an effective radius of the order of the plasma
minor radius a. We will begin our investigation by demonstrating a
formal averaging procedure, which reduces eq. (3) to a time dependent
problem for the average temperature. The confinement time can then be
given explicitly in terms of the properties of the averaged quantities
and the properties of the thermal conductivity. The system is then
easily analyzed for equilibrium and stability.

In order to space average eq. (3), an assumption about the
temperature profile must be made. A convenient model compatible with
the boundary conditions, is T = T(0) (1 - r 2 /a 2 ) a . Define a formal
averaging procedure as

2 fa
<f> = — rf dr (6)

a J°

and apply it to eq. (3). This yields
P (7)

where Ko and So are defined by
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- - K T5

T~ °

S = So Tp

together with

(8)

< — .5+2
<T> s - K0<T>'

8+1

< SoT
p>= -hrr

p+5fl
. § (9)

In deriving eqs. (8) and (9) we have made use of the fact that the
averaging of the diffusion yields a finite result only if a = 1/(5+1). This
implies that the thermal conductivity has a dominating influence on the
temperature profile, much stronger than the heating term. Note in
particular that the profile peaking factor, R, is determined solely by the
power law exponent of the thermal conductivity, viz.
R = T(0)/<T> = (8+2)/(8+1).

Comparing with eq. (5) we identify the confinement time as

(5+1)'
.5+2

4KO<T>Ö (8+2)'.5+1

i.e.
. 2 _ a " (8+1)'
Leff - ~4 (8+2)5+1

(10)

(11)

The equilibrium solution of eq. (7) is

<Tc> =

8+1-p

(12)

The stability of the equilibrium solution is determined by the linearized
equation for the perturbation A<T>, viz.
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8 H A

where

H = Ko-cT^ 1 - SO<T>P (14)

and consequently

Thus, the perturbations are stable or unstable depending upon whether
p < 8+1 or p > 5+1 respectively, as is well-known, see e.g. ref. [1,7].

Since p actually depends on T, most considered models for the
thermal conductivity lead to two equilibrium solutions, one for
moderate temperatures T > 10 keV, which is unstable (p = 2), and another

for high temperatures T > 30 keV, which is stable (p < 1), cf fig. 22.

However, physical and technological constraints favour the low
temperature equilibrium even though this necessitates the use of active
burn control methods for stabilization.

4.4 Profile analysis

In the present section we will consider in more detail the
properties of eq. (3) with special emphasis on the profile
characteristics of the equilibrium solutions. Introducinq the
normalization x = r/a, y(x) = T(r)/T(0), and X = So T(0)p '5 '1 /Ko the
properties of the equilibrium solution are determined by the nonlinear
eigenvalue problem:

1 d ( s dy ĵ , p n

x dx v J dxJ J

y(0 )= l

y'(O)=y(l) = O (16)
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where the eigenvalue, >., determines the temperature on axis and the
eigenfunction, y(x), determines the radial profile of the temperature.

Exact analytical solutions of eq. (16) can only be obtained for
particularly simple choices of p and 6. Although obviously eq. (16) can
be solved numerically, we are here looking for simple analytical
approximations which should be useful, e.g. in evaluating derived global
quantities like fusion output, p-values etc.

The simplest approximate solution can be obtained by averaging
eq. (16) using the weighting function w(x) = x. This yields for the
eigenvalue

(17)

where again a finite loss flow at the boundary only occurs for a =
1/(8+1). A somewhat better approximation can be expected if the
physical condition of finite flow at x = 1 is used to determine a, i.e. the
form of the eigenfunction, but a different weighting function is used for
the determination of the eigenvalue, e.g. w(x) = xy8+1. This implies

2

f xyP+6+1dx
Jo

(18)

The weighting function used in eq. (18) leads to a functional form for
the eigenvalue, which is reminiscent of a variational formulation. In
order to use the full power of optimization of a variational approach we
reformulate eq. (16) in order to allow a variational formulation.
Introduce y8+1 = z, i.e. y = z1/(5+1). Eq. (16) can then be written as the
nonlinear Sturm Liouville problem

1 d ( dz^i - „ n

x — + Xzq = 0
x dx V dxy

z'(0) = 0 = z(1) (5>-1)

z(0)=1 (19)
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where q = p/(6+1) and X = (5+1)X Eq. (19) can be rewritten as the varia-
tional problem corresponding to the Lagrangian

. 1 (dz) X q+i
L = —x — xzq

2 Idx j q+1

(20)

Using Raleigh-Ritz optimization based on trial functions of the form
y(x) = (1-x2)a, it is straightforward to find the following optimal
approximation:

a =
p+3(8+1)

8(8+1 )2
1 + 1 +

X = 4(5+ 1 yxT (21)

The agreement between the numerical solutions and the approximations
is good, especially for the variationally obtained solutions, cf. figs. 23
and 24.

Having established the properties of the stationary solution, its
linear stability can be investigated by considering the linear
inhomogeneous eigenvalue problem for a small perturbation of the
equilibrium solution. Again, using a variational approximation for the
eigenvalue, the perturbations are found to be stable or unstable
depending on whether p < 8+1 or p > 8+1 respectively, i.e. in complete
agreement with the 0-D analysis. This condition is in fact equivalent to
that obtained by other means, see e.g. ref. [40,41].

4.5 Extension to density profiles

The present approximate analysis can be generalized to include a
fixed density radial profile as well as to incorporate a density
dependent thermal conductivity. Thus we assume that the density is
given by n = n(0)(1-x2)Y and the thermal conductivity by mc/3 = k0 n8n
T8T. The energy balance equation reads

(22)

where Ea <ov>/12 = s0Tp. Averaging as before assuming T(r) = T(0)(1-
x2)« we obtain
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- so <n>2 <T>P (23)

where the condition of finite loss flow at r = a determines the
temperature profile exponent a to be a = (1-y8n)/(1+5T).

and

<***<"*•?

The stationary average temperature is

<TS> =
s o

i
8T+l-p

(25)

The stability properties of the equilibrium are the same as before.

A profile analysis analogous to that of sec. 4.4, can also be per-
formed. The eigenvalue, X, which determines the temperature on axis
according to X = a2son(0)2-5n T(0)5T 8i7ko is given approximately by

l ) + £ ( l i (26)

2 J(5rfl)2

4.6 Application

As an illustration of the application of the present analysis we
will consider a thermonuclear plasma satisfying the INTOR scaling for
the thermal conductivity, viz.

nicsS-lO^cm'V1 (27)
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We will furthermore assume n(r) = n(0)(1-r2/a2), n(0)=2«1014 cnrr3 and

a = 150 cm. In the temperature range lO<TkeV we approximate, cf. figs.

20 and 21, <av>E6lO"19T22cm3s"1 where T is in keV. The characteristic
profile factors are 5n = 8 j = 0, y = 1, p = 2.2 which implies that a = 1
and from eq. (26) X = 12.4. The peak temperature T(0) is found to be
T(0) =9keV in acceptable agreement with the result of ref. [40].

4.7 Summary

The present analysis has considered the equilibrium and stability
properties of the power balance equc :ion determining the temperature
evolution in a burning fusion plasma. Special emphasis has been given to
a consistent profile averaging of the radial transport equation to obtain
a simplified zero dimensional model equation, the determination of
approximate solutions for the equilibrium temperature profiles, as well
as the stability properties of the corresponding 0-D and 1-D equations.
For a more detailed presentation of the analysis, see ref. [42]. Although
the results of the stability analysis are well-known, the method of
approach gives some new insight into the relation between 0-D and 1-D
models for describing the thermal runaway problem. The extension of
0-D models to allow for a more complete description involving radial
transport models is presently attracting considerable attention, see
refs. [1,43].
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5 TRANSITION TO THERMONUCLEAR BURN IN FUSION
PLASMAS

5.1 Introduction

Of particular importance for the ignition of a thermonuclear
plasma is the problem of deciding whether an initial temperature
profile, e.g. established by means of auxiliary heating, will evolve
towards quench or burn under the competing influence of alpha particle
heating and thermal conduction. This has important consequences for
the subsequent problem of controlling a burning fusion plasma.

In sec. 5.2-5.4 we review some relevant results concerning the
equilibrium solutions of the nonlinear transport equation for the plasma
temperature.

The main analysis employs two different approaches. The first
approach (sec. 5.5) is based on similarity methods which are used to
investigate the evolution of localized initial profiles, disconnected
from the boundary. This approach provides valuable information on the
conditions required for ignition, but the conclusions have limited
significance due to the restricted form of initial profiles compatible
with the similarity solutions.

A more general approach is used in sec. 5.6, where the time
evolution of peaked initial profiles is divided into two phases. During
the first phase the profile expands freely with negligible losses to the
walls. It is predicted that ignition or quench is determined by the total
thermal energy of the prcfile at the time of transition to the second
phase being the one when the profile has reached the boundary and
losses to the walls become important. In fact ignition or quench occur
when the total energy at the time of transition is larger or smaller than
the thermal energy of the corresponding equilibrium solution. The
transition energy is approximated in terms of the initial profile
characteristics and an explicit criterion for burn/quench is established.
Finally, the two-phase scenario and the ignition criterion are shown to
be compatible with results of a numerical investigation of the full
transport equation.
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5.2 Thermal balance equation

The basic dynamics of the evolution of the temperature
distribution, T(r,t), in a fusion reactor plasma can be understood from
the energy balance equation

; P S -P i (1)

where n is the plasma density and Ps and Pi denote the heating power
and power loss respectively. Planned operation temperatures in future
DT tokamak reactors are in the range of T=10 keV. In this temperature
range Ps and P| are dominated by alpha particle deposition heating and
conduction losses respectively i.e.

2
_ n

where <av> is the DT reaction rate, Ea = 3.5 MeV and K is the thermal
conductivity.

The reaction rate, which depends strongly on temperature, is
modelled as <av> a TP . A crucial problem in present-day fusion plasma
research is the proper modelling of K and the extrapolability of these
models to fusion reactor conditions. In the present analysis we will
approximate the temperature dependence of K in the form of a power
law: K «T8 . For simplicity we will assume the density, n, to be constant
in time as well as in space. With these restrictions we can write eq. (1)
as

S ( 3 )

where

K _ K _ v
~ T =

((4)
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The evolution of the temperature is subject to the boundary conditions

— (0

T(a, t) = O (5)

where a denotes the plasma minor radius.

5.3 Analysis of equilibrium solutions

In the present section we will review and discuss the properties
of the equilibrium solutions of eq. (3). It is convenient to introduce the
normalizations x=r/a, t=KoTS(o)t/a2, y(x)=T(r)/T(o), and X = S0TP'5-
1(o)/Ko

where T(o) is the on-axis temperature of the stationary solution. Eq. (3)
then becomes

dy 1 3 ( 5 dy \
dt x dx V ox)

1^(0, T) = 0; y(l,x) = 0 (6)

The properties of the equilibrium solution are determined by the
nonlinear eigenvalue problem

x dx V ' dx

y(0)=i

0 (7)

where the eigenvalue, X, determines the temperature on axis and the
eigenfunction, y(x), determines the radial profile of the temperature.
Exact analytical solutions of eq. (7) can only be obtained for
particularly simple choices of p and 8. However, accurate
approximations for the lowest order eigenvalues as well as the
corresponding eigenfunctions were obtained in ref. [42] using a
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variational approach involving Ritz' optimization based on trial
functions of the form y(x) = (1-x2)a. The optimal approximation of the
equilibrium solution was found to be

y(x) = ( l -x 2 f

8(5+1r l
1 + 16(5+1)2

(p+3(6+l))2J

. = 4(5+l)a (8)

We emphasize the "profile resilience" implied by eq. (8), i.e. the fact
that only weak temperature profile responses result from significant
changes in the heat deposition profile, ef. ref. [44] and Table I where the
temperature peaking factor, R, is defined according to

(9)

p
0
1
2

R
5=0

2
2.2
2.4

5=1
1.50
1.55
1.60

Table I: Temperature peaking factor for different p and 8.

The linear stability of the equilibrium solution was also
investigated in ref. [42], where it was found that the solution was
stable and unstable depending upon whether p<8+1 or p>5+1 respectively.

At present, a "low temperature" equilibrium seems to be the most
realistic operating scenario in a burning fusion plasma. For
temperatures T>10 keV, the parameter p is approximately p=2 which
implies that most considered conductivity scalings lead to an unstable
equilibrium.
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5.4 Stability analysis and ignition conditions

The stability properties of the equilibrium solution have
important consequences for the problem of how to bring the plasma to
ignition as well as for the subsequent problem of controlling the
burning fusion plasma. In particular, in a 1-D analysis, additional
complications arise as compared to a simplified 0-D analysis which
neglects the possibility of changing radial profiles. To illustrate this
we note that the fact that an equilibrium solution is unstable (if p>5+1)
does not directly determine how a perturbed equilibrium profile will
evolve. Obviously if T(r,0) > Teq(r) or T(r,O) < Teq(r) for all r, where
Teq(r) denotes the equilibrium profile, the temperature will ignite and
quench respectively. However, suppose a profile has been established
which differ from the equilibrium profile e.g. by being hotter near the
centre and colder near the edge. Will the plasma self-heat to high
temperatures or will the burn be quenched? The answer to this question
obviously determines which control action to take, e.g. whether to
increase the auxiliary heating or to let the plasma self-heat. A similar
problem is to determine the "minimum" temperature profile required for
ignition e.g. it has been suggested that it would be advantageous from
the point of view of the requirements on the auxiliary heating to ignite
a small centra! part of the plasma which then by self-heating would
ignite the whcle plasma volume. This problem was analyzed in ref. [45]
in terms of an ignition radius, rig, which qualitatively characterized an
ignited central part of the plasma. However, it was concluded that the
possibility of a radial burn propagation, whereby ng -> a due to heating
of the unignited external region by the burning central ignition region,
was crucially dependent on the details of the 1-D profiles and could not
be evaluated in a simplified way. Instead tests for such radial burn was
done using a 1-D versus time transport code.

The transition to fusion burning in a Tokamak with adiabatic
compression was investigated in ref. [46] using similarity methods.
Sufficient conditions for "flare up" was established and it was shown
that thermal-wave type solutions in which case the adiabatically
compressed hot region increases with time, only exist for p<d+1. A
strong disadvantage of the similarity approach is the fact that the
similarity solutions correspond to very special initial conditions for
the temperature profile evolution. Thus, the conditions given for flare-
up are sufficient but by no means necessary. This strongly limits the
applicability of the results.

A more systematic study was made in ref. [47] where the evolution
of different initial profiles were investigated numerically with respect
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to ignition or quench. It was established empirically that thermal
runaway occurred for initial profiles satisfying the condition that the
corresponding total p-value was approximately larger than that
corresponding to the equilibrium temperature profile, Teq(r).

Assuming constant density, the ignition condition for an initial
profile T(r,o) can be written

f T(r, 0)rdr>k f T (r)rdr (10)
Jo - Jo

where k is a constant of order unity, which however depends on profile
characteristics. It was established empirically in ref. [47] that (i) k » 1
for profiles peaked off axis, (ii) k = 1 for profiles similar to the
equilibrium profile, and (iii) k<1 for profiles strongly peaked on axis.
The purpose of the present analysis is to investigate in more analytical
detail the requirements for ignition of strongly on-axis peaked
temperature profiles.

The analysis rests on the notion that the evolution of a strongly
peaked profile will consist of a first step where the effects of the
boundary approximately can be neglected. Under certain conditions this
evolution can be modelled as an expanding similarity front. When the
front reaches the boundary at r=a, a new phase takes place where the
losses through the boundary become important. Our assumption is that if
the energy content of the plasma at the beginning of the second phase is
larger than the energy content of the equilibrium plasma, then ignition
occurs.

Since the similarity approach severely restricts the possible
initial profiles, a complementary analysis is also made. This second
approach approximates the energy content at the end of the second
phase by a suitable Taylor expansion involving the initial time
derivative of the energy together with the characteristic time constant
for the first phase. The predictions for ignition have been compared
with numerical results and show good agreement.

5.5 Similarity analysis of the flare-up problem

We first make a similarity analysis of eq. (6) by looking for
solutions of the form, ef. ref. [46]:
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y(x, t) =
- a

t

- P
t

t = 1 + (IT (ID

Substituting eq. (11) into eq. (6) and matching powers of t makes it
possible to determine the exponents a and p as follows

1
a"p-l

(12)

and the equation for the similarity function, <|>(x), becomes

l d
(13)

We emphasize that eq. (11) implies that y(x,0) = 4>(x). However, the
initial condition, y(x,0), does not in general fall within the set of
solutions of eq. (13). The similarity approach is consequently of
restricted applicability. Nevertheless, with this caveat in mind we
proceed to investigate initially very peaked profiles, which are
approximately decoupled from the boundary in the sense that y(x,0) * 0
for xo< x < 1. Thus, we write

0 (14)

where <)>(x) describes the form of the similarity profile. After suitable
integration of eq. (13), using the fact that the flow vanishes at % = £0.
the following exact relation determining \L can be derived:
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(15)

where Rp is a shape factor defined by

,1

xf(x)dx
^

f xf(x)dx
Jo

(16)

The proper solution of eq. (13) is the one which can be joined smoothly
to the solution § = 0 outside the hot region. It was established
numerically in ref. [46] that such solutions only exist if p<5+1. Although
a general analytical solution of eq. (13) cannot be found, a simple
approximate solution, sufficient for our present purpose, can be given
as

(17)

The parameter £0 determines the width of the hot region and can be
obtained from the approximation (17) and eq. (13) in the limit as ^ - > 0 .
This yields

(18)

For comparison we note that with the normalization used in ref. [46] (X
= <t>o=1) and for the values 8 = 2 and p = 2.5, eqs. (15) and (18) imply n =-
0.57, ^0= 2.5, as compared to the numerically obtained \i = - 0.41 and 2;0 =
2.3, see ref. [46].

More important however are some qualitative conclusions, which
can be inferred from the time dependence of the following
characteristic quantities:
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T(0,t) = (1 + H T ) -

n

p-1

P f r P a d ( n x ) ^ (19)
p-1

where rF denotes the boundary of the hot region and Pf the total fusion
output.
Obviously, the case p<8+1 implies n < 0 (sign M = sign(p-8-2), provided
p>1). This also implies that T(O,t), rF(t), and Pf(t) all increase. In fact,
the flare up condition in ref. [46] was taken as the condition for the
total fusion output, Pf, to increase in time. Since

we note for later comparison that the flare up condition then becomes

^ > 0 (21)
dt2

Although in this situation, the burn initially propagates as a well-
defined thermal wave, this will only be true until the expansion front
reaches the boundary. At this point, a new phase starts during which the
loss flow through the fixed boundary plays a decisive role for the energy
balance. In fact, the condition p< 8 + 1 is sufficient but not necessary
for flare up. For p < 8 + 1, the trivial equilibrium solution, T(r) = 0, is
unstable and any initial profile will evolve towards the stable
aproximate equilibrium profile as given in sec. 5.3.

From the practical point of view, the case p > 8 + 1 is more
important, We can extend the similarity analysis by allowing a non zero
temperature at the boundary while still neglecting the loss flow there.
The similarity solution can still be used in an approximate sense to
discuss the dynamic evolution of the burn. We emphasize that the total
energy content of the plasma, W(t), evolves according to
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f3

W(t) =
Jo

P-S-2
-^T" (22)

Since sign \i = sign(p-5-2), W(t) always increases. However, XF, Pa,and
T(O,t) depend more sensitively on the relative magnitude of p and 5.
From eq. (19) we infer the following characteristics:

Case I: 5 + 1 < p < 8 + 2
In this case |i < 0, which implies that XF decreases while P« and T(O,t)
still increases; the profile collapses.

Case II: p > 8 + 2
In this case n > 0, which implies that XF increases while Pa and T(O,t)
decreases; the profile expands. However, even though Pa and T(O,t)
initially decreases, ultimate quench or burn is determined by the
conditions during the second stage when the thermal wave has reached
the boundary. Thus we conclude that the similarity approach provides
valuable but not decisive information on the flare up problem. The main
limitation of the similarity analysis is the restricted set of allowed
initial profiles, which is characterized b, a rigid relation between the
width and the height of the profile, cf eq. (18).

5.6 Flare up condition from variation of thermal
energy

In the present section we will concentrate on the unstable
situation p > 5 + 1 and the solution of initially very peaked profiles
which are decoupled from the boundary in the sense that losses can be
neglected. Of particular interest is the marginal case dividing
parameter regimes of burn and quench respectively. In this limiting
situation the temperature on axis initially decreases as the profile
spreads out, but at the beginning of the second stage at which the
profile reaches the boundary, the heating power approximately balances
the boundary losses. Implicitly assuming that the resulting temperature
profile is similar to the equilibrium profile, an approximate ignition
condition can be formulated as

W(xj>We q (23)

where x. is the characteristic time at which the profile reaches the
boundary and Weq is the thermal content of the equilibrium profile, i.e.
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yeQ(\)xdx = (24)

where yeq(x) is the equilibrium solution of eq. (6). The characteristic
thermal content, W(t), can be estimated as

W(T,)SW(O)+W(O)T, (25)

where

f1

W(0) = X I yp(x)xdx (26)

We will assume the initial profile to be of the form

y(x, 0)=y(0)(l-x2)Y

where y » 1 . This implies

(27)

W(0) =
2(pyH)

(28)

In order to estimate t , we note that the evolution of the temperature on

axis is determined by, ef. ref. [48],

(29)

i.e.

dy(0)
dx

5+1, (30)

Since initially the diffusion term dominates we can write eq. (30) as

dy(0) y(0)
dx ~ TO

where the decay time, x0 , is determined by

4 8 (0 )

(31)

(32)
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However, during the evolution y as well as y(o) will decrease.
Furthermore, for the marginal case which we are considering we will
have Y = « and y(0) =1 at the end of the first stage. The corresponding
diffusion time scale is

^ = 4a (33)

As a reasonable estimate of x, we take

or since xi » x0

x. = — \ — (35)
2Yy (0)

From eqs. (23) and (25) we can then infer the following ignition
condition, cf eq. (10)

i.e.

k = 1+ 11^2— = i + _ l ^ — (37)
2-KPY+I) J ~V 2pY ) K n

or using the fact that W(0) * y(0)/2Y we can write

k s I" 1 + - (2Y)P"5"2 WfOjT5"1"! (38)

which clearly displays the profile dependence as well as the nonlinear
nature of the ignition condition.

We find it more convenient to express the ignition condition as a
relation between normalized on-axis temperature, y(0), and profile
exponent, y. This relation can be written as

A t- A/

(39)
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which can be solved explicitly as

(40)

A particularly simple, and still realistic, case is p = 8+2 (e.g. p = 2 and
5=0). The ignition condition (40) can then be written as

(41)

or in terms of eq. (37)

r ?a V / 2"rS - 1

(42)

In order to test the present prediction, eq. (6) was solved
numerically for p=2, 8=0 and for initial profiles of the form given by eq.
(27) with y=10, but for different on-axis values. A critical axial
temperature, yCr. separating regions of quench and burn was identified.
For initial temperatures, y(0), around yCr> the axial temperature
initially falls in both cases, but for y(0) > yCr the profile recovers and
then starts to grow towards burn, whereas for y(0) < ycr, the profile
decreases monotonously towards quench. This behaviour is illustrated in
figs. 25a and 25b for the cases y(0) = 2.8 and y(0) = 2.3. The critical
value yCr was found to be in the interval 2.5 < yCr < 2.6. This is in good
agreement with the analytical result, eg. (41), which predicts yCr/y ~
0.26.

A further illustration of the evolution of the temperature profile
is illustrated in fig. 26, which shows the time evolution of the total
thermal energy, W(t), for different initial axial temperatures. Again the
same marginal behaviour is observed; W(t) initially increases in both
cases, but for y(0) > yCr it continues to increase indefinite, whereas for
y(0) < yCr it reaches a maximum and then decreases towards quench. The
marginal value of W, dividing regions of quench and burn, is in good
agreement with Weq, which is found to be Weq » 0.20 from eqs. (8) and
(24) and We q * 0.19 as obtained numerically, cf. fig. 26. Finally, we also
note that the characteristic time x. given by eq. (35) (x* = 1/(2-$ = 0.05) is
consistent with the time scale for the first stage of evolution of the
temperature profile, cf. fig. 26 and also with figs. 25a-25b where the
time step between successive curves is 5 • 1 0 3 .
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The generally good agreement between analytical predictions and
numerical results is encouraging indication of the validity of the
assumptions inherent in the analysis, viz. the two stage scenario and
the crucial importance of the total energy as compared to the
equilibrium energy at the transition between the two phases of the
evolution.

Thus it seems that eqs. (36)-(42) can be used with some
confidence to predict the improved ignition properties of centrally
peaked profiles. As an illustrative example we use eq. (42) (valid for
p=2, 8=0, Y » 1 ) to calculate k =0.64, i.e. the thermal energy needed to
ignite a peaked profile is 36% less than that of a profile similar to the
equilibrium profile.

However, the ignition properties of very peaked profiles alsc
depend crucially on the relative magnitude of p and d. From eq. (40) we
infer that the case p = 5+2 is a limiting case in the sense that
asymptotically for large y(0) we obtain

p<5+2

y=

1/2

p>5+2 (43)

which, using eq. (37), implies

1

k =

r 2p(i+g)

p<5 + 2

p>5+2 (44)

Thus, we conclude that if p < 5 + 2, no significant advantage with
respect to ignition is obtained by peaking the initial profile, in fact
W(0) « Weq. However, if p > 8 + 2 ignition is greatly facilitated for
peaked profiles and W(0) « Weq.
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5.7 Conclusion

The present analysis has considered in some detail the problem of
establishing whether a given initial temperature profile will evolve
towards quench or burn for situations where the corresponding
equilibrium profile is unstable. Of particular interest is the case of
temperature profiles which are initially strongly peaked on axis. The
most important result of the present analysis is that for sufficiently
strong heating nonlinearities, the condition on peaked profiles in order
to reach ignition is significantly relaxed as compared to broader
profiles, more similar to the equilibrium profile.
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6 MAXIMUM Q IN FEEDBACK CONTROLLED SUBIGNITED
PLASMAS

6.1 Introduction

An attractive scenario for future fusion reactor experiments is
subignited driven operation. In this case, generally three possible
operating points exist. By working at the (unstable) equilibrium point
close to the ignition temperature, high energy multiplication factors, Q
= Pfus/Pin, can be obtained. A credible method suggested for controlling
thermally unstable, subignited operating points is auxiliary power
modulation, see refs. [5, 6]. This burn control method implies that the
amount of external heating power supplied to the plasma is modified
according to some prescribed feedback algorithm in direct response to
excursions from the operating point of the plasma temperature or some
related parameter which is monitored.

High Q operation is achieved when the operating temperature, To,
is close to the ignition temperature, Tj. From the point of view of
maximum Q, the optimal operating point is determined by the maximum
positive temperature perturbation, 5Tmax> that can be allowed without
exceeding the ignition temperature with the external heating shut off.
The problem of finding this maximum Q as a function of To and 8Tmax

was analyzed in ref. [6] using a two-fluid, 1-D, transport model for
electrons and ions. In the present analysis, two aspects of this problem
will be addressed. A simplified 0-D analytical analysis will be
presented which clearly displays the dependence of maximum Q on
relevant parameters, e.g. the result shows explicitly that Q ~
(8Tmax/To)'1 , a result which was established empirically from
numerical results in ref. [6]. Secondly, we discuss the possibility that
diagnostic uncertainties and internal plasma perturbations like
sawtooth oscillations could give rise to an inherent Q-limitation by
providing a lower bound on 8Tmax-

6.2 Analysis

The dynamic equations determining the evolution of the plasma
parameters becomes particularly simple if we approximate the ion and
electron temperatures as equal and use the fact that the particle
dynamics is much slower than the thermal dynamics of plasmas. The
evolution of the plasma temperature, T, is then determined by the
energy balance equation
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^(3nT)=P a+P a u x-P,con (1)

where n denoted the plasma density and Pa, PaUx, and PCon denote alpha
particle heating power, externally applied heating power, and thermal
conduction loss power, respectively. The density, n, is constant in time
and for simplicity we will also assume that n is also homogeneous in
space. Averaging eq. (1) over radius, r, according to

>=—- »rdr
a »o

(2)

we obtain an equation for <T>, viz.

- d<T>
= <Pa> + <Paux> - <Pcon> (3)

For simplicity of notation we will omit the averaging notation, i.e. <T>
= T etc. The stationary solution (T = To) of eq. (3) is determined by

(4)

and for the perturbation 8T we have

j St*T*

311 ~dT = P«^o (5)

The maximum positive perturbation occurs when the feedback system
shuts off Paux completely in order to avoid thermal run away. This
implies that

= 0 (6)

Using eq. (6) in eq. (5) and linearizing the remaining terms around To we
obtain

Pa(T0) ~ Peon(To) + 6Tmax ^ [Pa(To) - Pcon(To)l s 0 (7)

From eq. (4) we then obtain

PauxCTo) = 5Tmax ^ [P o (T 0 ) - Pcon(To)| (8)
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and consequently

Pfus _ 5 P a _ 5TO (d\nPa dPconY
l

Vmax u — T> — XT 3lnT ai«T { '

where we have used the assumption that Q » 1, i.e.

P c o nEEP a»P a u x (10)

Particularly simple expressions arise if Pa and PCon can be approximated
as

P = TP

P =T (11)
rcon l \llJ

in which case we obtain

5T0 i
= ~XT—* „ s_i (12)

m a x

In the power law approximation of Pa, p depends on temperature, e.g. ac-
cording to ref. [49]:

P(T) = -J^Y = CO+2C! In T + 3C2(ln T)2 (13)

where Co = 6.4, Ci - - 1, and C2 - 0.038.
The exponent, 5, is determined by the temperature scaling of the energy
confinement time since

l 3 f " " ' 04)

where K is the thermal conduction. Assuming K = T8 and performing the
averaging assuming that T(r) = T(1-r2/a2)a we obtain

<P™> = ̂  (.5)

where the confinement time is given by
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Leff = 4 a (25+1X5+2)

In deriving eq. (16) we have used the fact that the averaging is
consistent with our assumed profile only if a = 1/(5+1), see ref. [42].

Although, a more detailed analysis reveals a weak dependence of 8
on p, see ref. [42], the equilibrium temperature profile is resilient to
the heating profile, cf. also ref. [44], and a = 1/(1+5) is a good
approximation, sufficient for our present purpose. This implies that the
temperature profile peaking factor, R, becomes

Using eqs. (12), (13), and (17), Qmax can be obtained as a function of T(0)
for different energy confinement scalings. This is illustrated in figs.
27a-c for three different choices of 5. As can be seen the achievable
Qmax depends strongly on 5. For the case 5 = 0, which is investigated in
detail in ref. [6], the agreement with numerical results is good. We
emphasize that eq. (12) implies the scaling

a result which was established numerically in ref. [6].

Finally from eq. (5) we note that the thermal runaway time, tR,
defined from

can be estimated as

(20)
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6.3 Discussion of STmax

As shown in sec. 6.2, the achievable Qmax is inversely proportional
to 5Tmax- Although in principle 8Tmax can be made arbitrarily small, in
practice a number of factors, inherent plasma processes as well as
limitations associated with the diagnostics and the feedback system
tend to put a lower bound on 8Tmax-

Even for well-defined and well-behaved plasma conditions, the
diagnostic feedback system has a limited accuracy. This may be
difficult to assess, but accuracies of less than 10-20% seem too
optimistic at present. However, a burning fusion plasma involves a
number of physical processes which complicates the interpretation of
diagnostic measurements. We will illustrate this problem by discussing
the implications of sawtooth activity for the measurement of plasma
temperature by means of the fusion neutron yield.

Significant sawtooth activity is a prominent feature in modern
Tokamak experiments. The characteristic sawtooth variation in time
has been observed in electron and ion temperatures as well as in plasma
density, but also in signals related to fusion produced quantities like
neutron and high energy charged particle emission, see refs. [50,51].
Although an effort is made to conceive methods for suppressing
sawteeth, it seems likely that sawtooth oscillations will be present
also in tokamaks operating near or under ignition conditions. It is
therefore relevant to discuss their effects on burn control. In
particular, the presence of sawteeth implies a complication for active
feedback control of an unstable equilibrium temperature profile. Two
aspects of this problem will be discussed: (i) the profile changes
involved in the sawtooth process complicates the interpretation of
neutron emission signals if these are used to infer central ion
temperatures, and (ii) the sawtooth temperature variation could
conceivably imply an inherent lower bound on STmax. i.e. an inherent Q-
limitation for subignited scenarii.

( i ) Neutron yield variation in sawtooth dominated plasmas
Assuming that the fusion reaction rate scales as <av> » TP, the

volume integrated thermal neutron yield, S, becomes

S~jn2TPdV (21)
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The ion density and temperature profiles are modelled according to n =
n(0)(1-r2/a2)« and T = T(0)(1-r2/a2)P. The relative change of the
neutron yield during a sawtooth event is

AS _ An(0) T£)_2Aa+pAP
S - l n(0) PT(0) 2a+pp+l K '

where the last term accounts for the effect of the changing density and
temperature profiles during the sawtooth crash. Indeed, the last term
in general significantly affect the neutron yield and must be taken into
account in order to relate correctly the variations of neutron emission
and temperature, see ret. [51].

Under the assumption that the total ion particle and energy
densities in the plasma remain constant during a sawtooth crash, see
ref. [51] and neglecting the contribution coming from the density
variation we obtain

AS _ p[a+(p-l)P] AT(0)
S " 2a+p(3+l T(0) K '

as compared to the relation

A S ~ n A T ( 0 )

T P

which is obtained if profile effects are neglected. Assuming parabolic
density profile, i.e. a = 1, and taking a temperature profile consistent
with the thermal conductivity scaling K * T5, i.e. p = 1/(1+8) we obtain
from eq. (23) for the case p = 2:

AS _4+25 AT(0)
S "5+35 T(0) V '

This implies that, e.g. for 5 = 0, we obtain AS/S « 0.8 AT(0)/T(0), as
compared to AS/S - 2AT(0)/T(0) according to eq. (24).

In fact, several different models have been used to model the
sawtooth-induced changes of density and temperature, see also e.g. ref.
[52]. A drawback of the present model is the fact that it involves a
redistribution of the profile over the whole plasma cross section (0 < r
< a), whereas the sawtooth primarily affects the region inside the
mixing radius. A straightforward extension of the present model can be
made by assuming an outer region n < r < a to be unaffected by the crash
and then analyzing the inner region as before. Although we do not intend
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to go into details we want to emphasize that changing profiles in
connection with sawtooth activity in burning fusion plasmas is an
important complicating effect when neutron yield diagnostics is to be
used for feedback control of unstable equilibria. The situation would be
significantly improved if neutron emission profile monitors were used,
ef. ref. [50], a diagnostic tool which is being planned for ITER.

(i i) Sawtooth induced Q-limitations of subignited operation
The periodic temperature variation inherent in the sawtooth

process could be expected to be detrimental for a feedback controlled
subignited plasma working as close as possible to the ignition
temperature in order to achieve high Q-values. It would imply that the
operating temperature, taken as the time averaged temperature, must
lie sufficiently below the ignition temperature in order to ensure that
the plasma will not run away thermally. Since sawtooth temperature
swings of the order of 20-30% are common in present-day large scale
experiments like JET, see ref. [50], the mere presence of sawteeth could
then imply an inherent lower bound on |5Tmax I-

Furthermore, in addition to the complications described above, the
presence of sawtooth oscillations gives rise to further difficulties. E.g.
the feedback control system must be able to distinguish between the in-
herent sawtooth temperature excursions and real thermal runaway.
This may in fact prove exceedingly difficult, partly because the
characteristic sawtooth period can be expected to be of the same order
as the thermal runaway time and partly because the sawtooth period
may vary on the same machine, cf JET where the sawtooth period can
vary from 100 ms up to several seconds for the monster sawteeth, see
ref. [50]. In addition the magnitude of the sawteeth may also vary
significantly.

Thus, if sawtooth activity is accepted as part of normal operation
in a feedback controlled subignited fusion plasma, an inherent
temperature variation must be allowed for. However, the important
quantity both from the point of view of ignition, cf. ref. [53], and for
determining the maximum Q is the variation of the temperature
averaged over the plasma cross section, i.e. 8<T>, cf eq. (3). This
averaged temperature is approximately constant during the sawtooth
crash, but must be expected to vary on the time sccle of the sawtooth
cycle, although admittedly less than the variation of the central
temperature. The magnitude of this variation is difficult to assess but
should be added top the uncertainty of the diagnostic system as
discussed above. If, e.g. we assume that these factors limit the
operating temperature to lie at least 20% below the ignition
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temperature, the maximum achievable Q is marginal (Q = 10-20), cf. fig.
27, from the point of view of a fusion reactor.

6.4 Conclusion

The present analysis has considered some inherent limitations in
feedback controlled subignited fusion reactors which are required to
work as close as possible to the ignition temperature. The analysis is
based on a simplified, yet accurate, 0-D analytical result for the
maximum Q of a subignited plasma. Particular emphasis is given to the
effects of sawtooth oscillations, which complicates the interpretation
of diagnostic neutron emission data into plasma temperatures and
which may provide an inherent lower bound on the temperature deviation
from the ignition point. It is also found that the corresponding
maximum achievable Q should be marginal (Q = 10-20) for a fusion
reactor.
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7 CONTROL DESIGN

7.1 Introduction

When the desired working point is unstable or weakly stable, it
has to be stabilized by feedback control. We have first studied this in a
number of cases with modulation of the supply of fast neutral particles,
which then gives a variation in both the supply of particles and the
supply of energy to the plasma. For this double action to be effective,
the particle energy should not be too high. Since this energy is chosen on
the basis of other considerations than burn control, it is only under
certain conditions that a single input signal like 5S can be sufficient
for controlling both n and T. Therefore, we have also included an
independent density actuator. One should also be aware that other
heating methods than NBI can be varied to exert the proper control.

The controller uses diagnostic information. So far, we have in
almost all cases assumed that both n and T are measured, and this
without appreciable delay. Influence of delay in general is discussed in
sec. 7.5, with an illustrative example, and techniques for basing the
control on limited diagnostic information is touched upon in sec. 7.6.

It is a general rule that in order to control a "process", you must
know its dynamics. This is especially important when there are delays
or when the information on the state of the process is incomplete. The
required knowledge can in part be obtained from theoretical analyses, in
part from systematic experiments by which unknown parameters are
"identified". Such identification is described and illustrated by a couple
of tentative numerical experiments in sec. 8.

7.2 Control by pole location

In the linear approximation to a process and its control, we can
write, following the denotation conventions for state space control,

-—= Ax + Bu
dt

y = Cx

u = - K x
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Here, x, y and u are the state, output and input vectors, respectively, A
is the local linear matrix for the open (uncontrolled) system discussed
in connection with the stability analysis in sec. 3.5, B expresses how
the input u enters in the equations for dx/dt, and K is the controller
matrix. Using the equations above, we may express the development of
the closed system in terms of x as dx/dt = (A - BK) x. The solutions to
this linear system of equations are linear combinations of terms ai
exp(Xjt) containing the eigenvalues of the matrix (A - BK) . In the pole
location technique one tries to determine K in such a way that the
eigenvalues get "good" locations in the complex plane. For stability, they
should be in the left half-plane 0 > Re(Xj) . With strongly negative real
part, the control becomes fast. However, there is always a practical
limit to the obtainable speed; notably, the "robustness" against
modelling errors, meaning that the control system should function
reasonably well even if the actual system would differ a little from
that assumed.

An often used location of the poles is on the + and - 135-degree
lines, where the real and imaginary parts have the same magnitude. This
gives a time variation of

eXt(A cos Xt + B än Xt); X < 0

which is often suitably much oscillatory.

In the first example we assume that both particle and energy
supply are controlled by varying the neutral beam injection. (The
equilibrium particle flux So can be obtained by different means.) Putting
the additional term in the right-hand member of the particle balance
equation in (2) in sec. 3.2 equal to 5S:

5S s S-So

8S will show up in the corresponding equation in (5) of the same
section. The temperature balance equation in (5) hereby gets an extra
term

E73 - T
— 5S

Here, Eo is the neutral particle energy; the factor 3 is due to the
division by 3 used to arrive at (5).
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In a straightforward state space control the control signal is
proportional to the deviations of n and T from their values at the
working point. In this exercise, all delays are neglected, and it is
assumed that both density and temperature are measured and used for
the control:

5S = -a(n-no)-P(T-To)

This constitutes a "SIMO" system (single input, multiple output). The
constants a and p are then to be determined to give the closed system
"good" properties.

In the linear approximation describing the burn additional terms
are obtained from the control. Let us by primed quantities identify
those obtained, with control applied. Differentiation gives:

A,, = A n - a ; A12 = A12~p

A A Q / QA21 = A2i a
"o

A22 = A22

This then also gives expressions for the new trace Trace' and
determinant Det'-

Further analysis of the closed system show that it is always
possible to stabilize the situation linearly. A pole location of + and -
135 degrees has been used. In the present case, with a second-degree
eigenvalue equation, the eigenvalues can be written (cf. sec. 3.5)

. Trace' + - Sqrt(Disc') . _ . , „, ,2 „ ^ ,
X-. = r - 1 , where Disc' = Trace' - 4 Det'

Denoting the real part by X, we get Trace' = 2 X. Choosing the imaginary
parts as + - X, we get, by considering the expression for Disc', that
De\'=2X2. This gives a linear system of equations for a and p, which can
be solved and expressed in the old matrix A and X. It turns out that I can
be chosen essentially at will.
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In a practical situation, determinations of average density and
temperature may take too long time to carry out. Therefore, we have
also looked into the possibilities of instead using the neutron flux,
which is proportional to the Pa-signal. We then put 5S = - K(Pa - Pa0).
We then get a "SISO" system with a single input and a single output. The
additional terms appearing in the linear analysis now involve the partial
derivatives of Pa with respect to n and T. There is one parameter less
at hand than in the preceding problems, but one may for instance try to
locate the poles at + and -135 degrees. A similar analysis as above
leads to a second degree equation for X, which may or may not have
negative solutions.

A number of examples of the SIMO feedback control described
above have been run. First, we have assumed Eo = 300 keV. Here, we
provide a "generic" example of the procedure, without particular
reference to ITER. A typical case of unstable burn and its stabilization
is provided by the unstable working-point/scaling law n0 = 1; To = 18;
Zeff = 2; Qo = 10; I = 1; m = 0.1, which give a saddle point (see fig.28)
The procedure described above yields a = 0.08495, (3 = 0.005762. The
situation is well controlled for this value of Qo (see fig. 29); more than
a 33% positive 5T can readily be handled in this case. The corresponding
curves have also been produced with control based on the Pa-signal, (Qo

= 50). The "best" 135-degree feedback then gives poles at - 0.1418 ±

0.1418 i. The linear approximation is almost identical with the
previous case.

With I = 2, the density tends to be quite unstable. It is still
possible, in the linear approximation, to find suitable pole locations,
but the nonlinearities become quite strong. In some cases, the region of
validity may shrink to about 1%. Outside this region, the plasma is still
unstable. This difficulty seems to express the fact that with I = 2, we
get a strongly unstable density, and i' jection of energetic neutral
particles only is an inefficient way of influencing the density; the
temperature gets too much upset.

For iTER, with its high neutral particle energy, it would seem
that this simple method of controlling both temperature and density
would be unfeasible. Nevertheless, this has been tested with Eo = 1200
keV. For the enhancement factor fe = 1.5 and Zeu = 1.8, the unstable
working point of sec. 3.6 at n0 = 0.9x1020 rrv3 ; To = 10 keV was selected.
Qo becomes 10.1. A + and - 135 degree pole location with a damping rate
of - 0.2 (corresponding to 5 sees) was chosen. We get a = - 0.02702; p =
0.002775. When simulating this controller nonlinearly with numerical
means, it turns out that the closed system becomes very strongly
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nonlinear for densities below that of the working point. The linear
approximation is good only in a region of variation of n and T of some
fraction of a per cent. Nevertheless, the control is stable; all points in
the region considered (1.6 > n > 0.2 ; 18 > T > 2) are attracted to the
working point. The influence of actuator saturation (see sec. 7.3) is
noticeable, but not essential. It seems that a nonlinear analysis would
be required to perform a proper study of the design of the control in this
case.

However, for fe = 2.2, (Zeff = 1.8, n0 = 0.9x1020 m-3 ; To = 7 keV ;
Q o = 24.2), this kind of control does not work, at least not with the
chosen pole location - 0.2 + - 0.2 i ; (a = - 0.06602 ; p = 0.006023).
Actuator saturation produces a severe thermal runaway for high
densities or temperatures. For positive 8n, the domain of control is
restricted to less than 10 %, and positive 5T to about 15 %. Even if a
different pole location could be chosen, or control based on some form
of nonlinear analysis, the impression is that combined density and
temperature control by NBI only is not feasible for ITER when fe = 2.2.

7.3 Actuator saturation; maximum Q revisited.

In subignited operation, with actively controlled auxiliary
heating, the limited NBI swing introduces a limitation on the
interventions possible against thermal runaway or a beginning quench of
the burn. This narrowing of the control margin restricts the Q values,
maybe down to 10-15, as was analyzed in sec. 5.1. There, the analysis
was based on two assumptions, a) the criterion was linear and local in
time, and b) no interplay between n and T was included. The same
phenomenon can now be illustrated numerically in the phase plane. It
turns out that the Q-limiting mechanism is still there, but there are
quantitative differences; the situation may be more favourable.

For Qo = 50, the state-space stabilized SIMO-system with u =
0.1604; p = 0.007539, and poles at - 0.2 + - 0.2i would give quite
similar curves to those in fig. 29, if the actuator limitation 0 < PaUx ^
Pmax could be neglected. However, imposing this condition, we obtain
instead the diagram in fig. 30. The thermal runaway is clearly shown,
especially for high initial densities. There is also quench to the left in
the diagram. In spite of the high Q0-va!ue of 50, however, the control
system can handle a 20% pure T-perturbation (curve A in the figure), but
it appears that a 25% perturbation (curve B) would lead to a more
significant temperature excursion. The figure illustrates the fact that
the reactivity can be influenced not only by changing the supply of
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energy but also that of the particles. This underlines that the
phenomenon is important. Quantitatively, the linear, simplified
analysis does not give accurate answers. The discrepancy is probably
due to the interplay between n and T and/or the nonlinearity.

Other factors potentially improving the possibilities of using
high Q could be to use modern, control-theoretical methods to decrease
the uncertainties and reduce the influence of noise and other parasitic
signals.

7.4 Linear-quadratic optimal control.

The unstable ITER working point of sec. 3.6 at (n0 , To ) = (0.9;10)
has been stabilized in a multiple input, multiple output (MIMO) model
where the state x -- and also the output signal y -- is given by

n-n0

T-To.

the input signal vector u by

"1 Ol x

.oij

•=[
5S

5P
aux.

the components of which are assumed to be manipulated independently.
LQ-optimization with infinite time horizon has been used; a quadratic
performance index

J= f°°(xTQx + uTRu)dt

with suitable penalty matrices Q and R has been minimized, with the
linear approximation

dx
— = Ax +Bu ,
dt

where B =
.-Tö/n0 l/noj

to the system as a constraint. This leads to a nonlinear matrix equation,
a limiting case of a Riccati equation, for the controller, u = - Kx. For
simplicity, Q and R are assumed to be diagonal,
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= w> k r + W2 h r + W3 h r
JO L V n O 7 V T O 7 V S O

aux,o,o7_
dt

Here w=(w1 ,w2 ,W3 ,W4 ) gives the relative weight of penalizing the
various contributions to J. For the flat weighting w=(1,1,1,1) one gets

I" 0.0280 -0.0103]
~[ 0.0534 0.1371 J

and the closed system gets the eigenvalues - 0.2419 and - 0.2017 . Fig.
31 shows the phase plane diagram for this case. The time functions for
T, Paux and its time derivative , corresponding to the initial point
(0.2;4), are shown in Figs 32-34. Clearly, no saturation of Paux , assumed
to be limited to 144 MW, is noticed, but the rate of change,
60MW/sec, may be too fast to be feasible. This can be remedied by
another weighting w that puts a higher penalty on the control signal. In
the figures, curves corresponding to w = (1,10,10,100) have also been
drawn. The swing in Paux is now limited to within about 10 %, and the
time rate to 8 MW/sec, which appears feasible.

A comprehensive survey of linear-quadratic optimal control is found in
ref. [54].

7.5 Influence of delay

In any process and control system there will be a certain amount
of delay, due to incomplete modelling of the process or actuator
dynamics. This is also the case in a fusion reactor, whether controlled
or uncontrolled. The delayed energy deposition of fast alpha particles
will have a stabilizing influence, whereas we expect the corresponding
delay in the energy deposition from fast neutral particles injected for
control to act destabilizing.

In classical frequency-space language, a given delay time
corresponds to a phase shift which is higher for high frequencies than
for low ones. This leads to a reduced phase margin, and possibly to
instability. This may be remedied by a suitable, additional delay of the
low frequencies. In this way, notably in the famous Otto Smith
controller configuration, the closed system gets a transfer function
which is the same as without delay, apart from a delay factor exp(-ptd).
This is achieved by first designing a compensation link that would have
functioned well if there had been no delay. This link is then
complemented; the delay is compensated by additional links, which
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contain the transfer function of the process. The stability is unaffected;
the control merely takes a little longer time. We should notice that the
Otto Smith configuration presupposes knowledge of the process. We
should also notice that even if stability for the considered system does
not change, the same is usually not true for "neighbouring" systems,
with different dynamics. The "sensitivity" and "robustness" may change.

Similarly, in a study of state space control with delay and
actuator saturation nonlinearity, see ref. [55], one adopts the philosophy
that when there is a delay time td one should base the control at a time
ti not on the state at t=ti but at a later time t=t-|+td . If the undelayed
system is controlled optimally in the linear-quadratic sense, this will
also be true for the delayed, only with a higher value of the minimized
functional. Since the state of the system at t=ti+td cannot be measured
at ti , it has to be calculated, using a model of the process. Thus, if the
process is well known, a good control can be obtained in this way.

We are currently working on the influence of delay on burn
control. Here, we report on a first study of the influence of delay in the
density actuator studied in a simple model; distinction is made between
dSact and dSpi , the influx of particles at the actuator, which can be
controlled without delay, and that to the plasma, assumed to be
described by

8SpI = — 8Sact(x) exp dx
ld Jo td o r

^ 8 S p l = (8Sact - 8Spl)/td ; 8Sp,(0) = 0

The first equation is a convolution of the variation of the actuation at
different times, from the start to the current time, with a weighting
that decreases exponentially, with characteristic time td, with the time
difference between current time and the time of actuation. By
differentiating this equation and observing that a multiple of 8Sp i
appears in the expression for its derivative, one finds that the integral
representation is equivalent to the differential equation, with the
initial value given. In Laplace language, this corresponds to a simple
pole at s=-1/td . It seems that in control theory there is a possibility
of using either a pure, mathematical delay - which gives infinite
dimension to the state space - and various ways of modelling a delay
by increasing the (finite) order of the system of differential equations,
on the basis of physical or mathematical considerations. Here, we have
used the latter possibility, using the simplest possible mathematical
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model. By augmenting the system of equations in this way, the linear
matrix becomes

Furthermore,

x' =

A' =
An
A21

0

n-n0

T-To

8Sn,

A12

A22

0

B

1

"To/no

-1/td .

=

0
0

1/td

0

l/n0

0

Analysis of the stability indicates in general a weakened growth/decay
rate, but comparatively small influence on the stability limit.

The control should be optimized to include the delay, assumed to
be approximately known. If 5Spi could be measured, we would have the
situation depicted in Table 1; clearly, a good control could be
constructed also in this case.

Table 1.

Time delay
(sec)

5
10
20
25
30

Control time
disreg. delay

stable 12
29.3

" 170
" 1100

unstable 11.3

Control time
consid delay

stable 5.8
H 9.3
11 13

" 15

However, it is possible that the quantity 5Spi cannot be measured
directly. We are then lead to using a state-space observer, a Kalman-
Bucy filter or its deterministic counterpart, see ref. [54], to perform a
proper state-space control.

In order to further illuminate the question of robustness against
different values of the delay time, we have taken the optimal
controllers of sec. 7.4, derived under the assumption of no delay, and
investigated numerically how they work in the presence of a 10 sec
delay. This is felt to be a "worst" case; the time is greater than, but of
the order of, the assumed particle confinement time (xp = 8 sec). The
result for the weighting w = (1,10,10,100) , the one that best complied
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with NBI limitations, is shown in fig. 35. The controller does work, but
not very well. It is "wiggly" and very slow. This can be improved by
using the weighting w = (1,1,1,1) that puts a relatively higher penalty
on state space deviations, see fig.36.

7.6 A note on state space observers

To perform a state space control, the state of the system must in
principle be known. If all state variables are measured, the control can
be based on these measurements. Even if only some of them are
measured, or combinations of them, a state space control is still
possible, with the aid of state space reconstruction with an "observer".
As an observer one can use a simulation, based upon a model of the
process, in which the state is computed theoretically. The uncertainties
lying in the usually unknown initial state, modelling errors, etc. are
handled by a feedback term acting on the difference between the output
signal computed by the model and that actually observed. The observer
feedback system should be faster than the fastest time scale of the
controlled process, in order that state changes can be followed without
delay. On the other hand, it should not be too fast, since this may give
unacceptable sensitivity to noise and measurement errors and other
problems.

In a full-order observer, all state variables are reconstructed
from the simulation. Such an observer does not make use of the fact
that certain combinations of state variables are known from the
measurements. This knowledge can be actively used in a reduced-order
observer, see ref. [56]. Generally speaking, a Luenberger observer
becomes more noise-sensitive, whereas a full-order observer is more
sensitive to model uncertainty. A discussion of the different tradeoffs
between various quality measures of full-order and reduced-order
observers, and the choice of observer feedback matrix is found in ref.
[54].
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Here, we only wish to mention one important factor that in
principle should always be taken into consideration. For the last 10-15
years it has been known among control theoreticians that when a
control is based on reconstructed states a sometimes catastrophic loss
of amplitude and phase margin may result, unless special precautions
are taken. Such a system may lose stability and other desirable
properties when there are even minute differences between the assumed
and the actual system, see refs. [54,57,58]. However, there has recently
been much progress in the area of robust, uncertainty-tolerant
multivariable feedback design theory.

As to our problem of burn control, there are two immediate
contexts in which observers should enter, namely a control with two
independent actuators 5S and 8PaUx and only one measured signal, Pa -
Pao . or the beta value, or control with delay without knowledge of 5Spi
(see sec. 7.5). We have started working with a) ad hoc observer pole
location and subsequent justification, and b) LQG/LTR -techniques,
Linear-Quadratic-Gaussian combined with Loop Transfer Recovery and
model reduction, refs. [58,59]. The use of H-infinity theory is being
contemplated.

7.7 Summary

In subignited operation, an unstable burning plasma can be
feedback stabilized, either by modulating the supplementary heating
only, or by integrating this action with varying the density, which
appears natural, since n and T are coupled and the reactivity depends on
both.

In the general case with arbitrary power law scalings one finds,
using the pole location technique, that modulating the neutral beam
injection alone may be adequate for controlling both n and T, provided
that the particle energy is not too high and the density scaling does not
correspond to a plasma with a strongly unstable intrinsic density
development. For ITER conditions, using the recommended power law
scaling, one finds that this method may work for an enhancement factor
fe = 1.5, but probably not for fe = 2.2, due to actuator saturation. Basing
this form of control on the Pa signal alone, good results are obtained for
a few generic cases.
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The question of maximum usable Q for subignited operation is
illuminated by a generic numerical example of the nonlinear influence of
actuator saturation, 0 < Paux < Pmax - on the control.

Linear quadratic optimization, with independent energy and
density actuation, was applied to an unstable ITER working point with fe
= 1.5. Two different weightings of the deviations of state variables (n
and T) and the control signals (8S and 5PaUx) in the performance index
were used. Putting a high penalty on the control signal was used to
comply with NBI limitations.

The influence of delay was described, and some general results
and viewpoints were given. A first, numerical study of delay in the
density actuation, using a simple model for the delay, was described. It
was found that delays well exceeding the particle confinement time can
be easily handled, especially if the approximate magnitude of the delay
is known. A tradeoff was found in the linear quadratic examples: The
low penalty on state space deviations suggested by NBI limitations
makes the control system more sensitive to delays.

The use of state space observers to base a control on limited
diagnostic information, e. g., alpha particle information only or beta
value, was discussed. Its implementation to burn stability is still
ongoing work.
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8 PROCESS IDENTIFICATION

8.1 Description

Process identification is an analysis technique which allows to
determine the dynamics of complex processes. It is based on real
measurements of a set of physical signals which represent the process
to be evaluated.

Process identification is today broadly applied in various fields
like nuclear power reactor technology, chemical process technology,
geophysics, aeronautics, biological research and speech processing to
name a few. Some applications to fusion have recently been developed
and tested at JET. They concern the control of plasma density, vertical
and radial plasma positioning and detection of leakage in a cooling
system for magnets.

Simplified the method can be explained as follows:

The input and output signals from the process to be studied are
measured simultaneously and analyzed by a mathematical model. During
the measurement the model parameters (order and matrix coefficients)
are updated iteratively by comparing the output from this model with
the output from the process. The deviations of these outputs contribute
to the convergence of the model.

When finally the evaluated output from the model is identical to
the measured output - within predefined margins - the process is said
to be "identified" and relevant information is stored in the model's
matrix coefficients. The model order is then also evaluated and
optimized by using the Akaike criterion ref. [60].

Now this model can be used to study various dynamic
characteristics of the process. By disturbing the model we can find
step responses, time constants and transfer functions as well as
complex cause-consequence relations.

Also testing of sensor conditions (aging) is frequently done using
process identification.

8.2 Applications for fusion
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At JET some applications have recently been tested in the
following areas, see ref. [61]:

- The introduction of Beryllium in the wall changed the mass balance
in the plasma. The conventional controller for this reason has been
redesigned to bring the system back to acceptable performance.
However, with the knowledge of current dynamics (through
identification) and expected reference signals a performance beyond
what is possible with the previous technology could be achieved. An
enhancement in terms of an adaptive feed-forward solution
superimposed on the established system is being considered within JET.
Some preliminary attempts of running an identifier on real data has so
far given some encouraging results.

The plasma positioning control in the vertical direction is
complicated by the fact that the open loop system is unstable; it has a
pole in the right-hand half of the s-plane. This pole is normally moved
across to the left-hand side (the stable region) through adequate design
of feedback. In this case, however, the position of the pole is not
constant, which keeps changing the conditions for the feedback
stabilisation. In order to maintain the overall performance of the
system the pole position has to be identified and the feedback algorithm
updated accordingly. A feasibility study addressing this problem has
been carried out by UMIST for NET with participation from JET, see ref.
[61].

- A leakage detection module for the magnet cooling system has been
designed and tested. Normal expansion variations due to the operation
at JET is several orders of magnitude higher than that relating to leaks
in the system. An identifier with the ability to distinguish between
expected and unexpected variations was developed within JET.

As concerns NET we propose to study the application of process
identification methods to burn control. Within this area a promising
approach is

i) A survey of relevant diagnostics as input to a system to
identify "underlying common" information about the dynamics
of the plasma.

ii) To investigate the area of burn control under the aspects of:
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-which (set of) diagnostics are suitable candidates for
necessary control loops?

-is there a necessity to improve their performance?
-is there a necessity to "develop" new diagnostics?

i i i ) To contribute to the better understanding between the
demands and needs from physicists and control experts.

8.3 Process identification and physical models

Several different forms and methods for system identification
exist. The theoretical approach with a system description in terms of
equations derived from basic physical principles represents one
extreme case. Such a theory is desirable but it may be incomplete,
having flaws and limited validity or involve unknown parameters.

At the other extreme we have a black-box model in which the
system is treated based on measured input-output signal relations with
a non-physical mathematical formalism, which takes very little credit
of "known" relations derived from a physical theory.

It is an interesting fact that between these two cases there
exists a whole spectrum of intermediate possibilities in which one can
include what is known about the system from physical analyses, e.g. the
structure and order of the system. This knowledge can then be used -
together with sampled input/output data - to determine unknown
parameters. It seems that the "state space" formalism of control
theory is particularly well suited for this since the laws of physics are
very often formulated in terms of differential equations. This is indeed
the case with the present problem of burn control.

In a real situation, even if a theory exists which claims to
describe the pertinent phenomena, one may also use a black-box model
to check the validity of the theory. This should be of interest for burn
control since zero-dimensional systems describing burn with different
dimensions exist; a black-.box identification model may thus be helpful
to distinguish between the theoretical models in a systematic way,
still based on an experimental approach.
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8.4 Numerical experiments

As long as no generally accepted scaling laws, based on first
physical principles, for a tokamak plasma have been found, they should
be determined empirically when a plasma is brought towards high Q, in
order that a proper control can be exerted. This constitutes a special
case of "system identification", widely used in science and technology.
We have made a first, numerical simulation of identification, using the
0-D equations characterizing the burn. The situation chosen is the same
as in fig. 29 , i. e., n0 = 1x1020/m3; Qo = 10; To = i 8 keV; Zeff = 2; 1=1;
m=0.1. The unstable burn is controlled by state space feedback to give
closed system poles at -0.2 + - 0.2 i. The local, linearized closed
system is characterized by the matrix

f- 0.0850 -0.00421
A =

L 12.66 - 0.315 J

An additional modulation of the input signal u = - 8S is chosen as a
Pseudo-Random Binary Sequence [PRBS] of amplitude + - 0.02. The
resulting time development of n and T was determined, using the ODE
solver. Both the full nonlinear and the linearized equations were used.
400 samples at 0.1 sec interval were taken, where after 10-20 % noise
was added to the n and T signals. These noise-corrupted data, together
with the input signal, were then used to reconstruct properties of the
system, in part or in full.

Here, we wish to emphasize that the experiments reported are
tentative in nature; no effort has yet been made to include an amount of
mathematical rigour that would be reasonable if the system were truly
unknown. With such a system, one should look for bias, critically
consider the fact that the system is feedback controlled, and plan the
experiment with care, in order to minimize errors and computer work.
The examples are included for illustration, and since the correct
answers are available and the results are rather good, we find it
justified to report them already at this stage.

In the first experiment it is pretended that only the A22 matrix
element is unknown. (Essentially, it contains the particle confinement
time.) The input and scrambled output data, see figs. 37-41, are
processed by a state space system identification program, in a test
version, provided by ref. [62]. The package uses the "prediction error
method", see refs. [63,64]. By this procedure, the missing matrix
element A22 = -0.3151 (true value) is determined to -0.3258, which
corresponds to about 3 % accuracy. The agreement between the
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noiseless n and T signals (which are never seen by the identification
program) and the signals reconstructed from the noisy data is very good,
see fig. 42.

In trie second experiment 500 samples are used to determine, at
the same time, either the parameters of the scaling laws k i , k2, I and
m, or the matrix elements. The determination of 4 independent
parameters appears to be the theoretical maximum number for a second
order system. Table 1 below summarizes the results.

Table 1:
Matrix elements:

original reconstructed

A11 - 0.0850 - 0.0986
A12 -0.0042 -0.0043
A21 12.66 11.74
A22 -0.315 -0.318

Scaling law parameters:

K1 0.8901 0.7463
K2 3 4.73
I 1 0.93
m 0.1 0.14

20 iterations and some 8 Mflops were used.

8 5 Process identification and requirements on
diagnostics

From what has been said earlier in this report, knowledge of the
system to be controlled is essential for several aspects of the control.
First, in order to obtain suitable pole locations of the closed system,
the open system has to be known. Furthermore, if the system is well
known, the requirements on control robustness can be relaxed, which
may lead to better tradeoffs with other quality measures.

In particular, the use of an observer (see sec. 7.6), which utilizes
a model of the system, becomes easier if the latter is well known. By
the same token, the forwards calculations necessary to properly control
a system with delay (sec. 7.5) require a good system modelling. This is
for instance important in order to relax the requirements on the speed
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of obtaining the diagnostic information and processing the raw data.
Thus, there is a "collage" 01 various factors determining the
specifications that the diagnostics should fulfil. We have started
looking into this complex question and pian to pursue such an analysis.

8.6 Summary

Process identification, a valuable tool with application to
several fields of technology and science, is described in general terms,
and with particular application to fusion. A couple of examples of its
use on JET are briefly presented.

A particular form of identification exists, in which one can
include what is known about the system from physical analyses, e. g.,
the structure and order of the system. The identification procedure then
fills in the gaps, by providing numerical values for important
parameters, etc.

Knowledge of the system dynamics is essential, first of all, to
make it possible to control the plasma properly. It is also of value for a
number of technical considerations, in particular, techniques for
handling delays, feed forward techniques and related schemes, like the
Otto Smith configuration for delay handling. It is also essential for the
use of state space observers, to provide the extra input necassary for
control on the basis of limited diagnostic informaiion.

A couple of first, tentative numerical experiments of system
identification within NBC were reported. A single "unknown" parameter
could be reconstructed with good accuracy. If the entire dynamics were
assumed to be unknown, fair accuracy was obtained in the
reconstruction of all four matrix elements. This then also contains
identification of the particle and energy confinement scaling laws of a
certain form.
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9 DIAGNOSTICS

For the purpose of controlling the plasma with respect to burn
conditions one will require information about plasma quantities of
relevance for the control process like the fuel concentration, fuel
composition, fuel temperature, alpha particle heating, additional
heating power, p- and Q-values. All quantities have to be known as
functions of time. Quantities directly involved in the burning process,
like densities, temperatures and alpha particle heating power density
have to be known also as functions of radius.

9.1 Accuracy and time resolution

Whenever a deviation from the working point occurs in a burning
plasma some sort of control action has to be taken in order to bring the
parameter values back to the desired ones. Regardless of the method
chosen some distortion of the fuel ion distribution will be the result,
whether it is caused by direct heating or cooling of the ions or
indirectly through a density modification. For large modifications of
the fuel energy distribution the interpretation of the fuel temperature
measurement become more difficult as opposed to cases with minor
modifications.

As an example we consider an ITER plasma with a 15 keV central

temperature and central density equal to 4io2Om~3 (and no /n i = 0.5),
profile peaking factor (for parabolic profiles) equal to 4, and 100 MW
neutral deuterium beam heating. Calculations of the fractional neutron
sources, i.e. thermal-thermal, beam-thermal and beam-beam reactions
give the ratios 0.9/0.09/0.01. Thus in this case the evolution of the ion
temperature through measurements of neutron energy spectra would
just be possible. The power level referred to in this case represents
the full neutral beam power capable of bringing the plasma from low
temperature and low density conditions to full power (=1000 MW)
performance in a time period of a few seconds.

As a control reference case we consider a situation where the
total energy content decreases by 10 per cent within a time interval of
0.1 s. Regardless whether this is due to a loss of fuel density or a
decrease in ion temperature or a combination of both, the decrease will
be reflected in a 20 per cent decrease in neutron production and
consequently in a 20 per cent decrease in alpha particle heating power
(i.e. ~ 40 MW). To compensate for this the additional power needed for
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heating the plasma would be of the same order. Thus for this particular
case the neutron spectra contains approximately 4 per cent of beam-
thermal neutrons and consequently the ion temperature measurements
through evaluation of neutron spectra or by any other diagnostic
technique would be relatively reliable because the distortion of the fuel
energy distribution is small.

To measure a variation of 10 per cent in total neutron emission
within a time period of 0.1 s is a relatively straightforward matter. To
measure the fuel ion temperature within the same time period is
feasible although it would require sophisticated instruments and a fast
evaluation procedure. Evaluation of fuel concentration either from
neutron measurements or from measurements of line radiation of
impurities is a tedious work and requires a lot of considerations before
it can be made on line. For improvement of evaluation of measured data
further research and development work is needed.

One complication which occurs on time scales around 0.1 s is
interference of sawtooth oscillations which could easily cause
variations in neutron emission exceeding the 10 per cent level. In case
one does, not want the control system to act upon such oscillations it is
not at the moment obvious how a distinction of these oscillations from
ordinary global energy losses can be made. One possible way might be
to use the time derivative of the neutron emission signal. E.g. in JET
this has a much faster decay time (= 50-100 ms) than signals caused by
global energy losses with fall times approximately equal to 500 ms.
The whole issue concerning the treatment and interpretation of global
neutron emission signal has to be further investigated.

9.2 Profile measurements

The demands on the spatial resolution of the neutron emission
measurement is related to the level of accuracy in the measurements
and the profile of the neutron source. If we again require a 10 per cent
accuracy in emissivity measurements the spatial resolution must
correspond to a smaller distance than does a 10 per cent variation in
neutron emissivity along the minor radius. With peaking factors (for a
parabolic neutron source profile) ranging from 5 to 12 (obtained from
JET data) this distance is approximately equal to 10 cm in the ITER
geometry.
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9.3 Summary of diagnostics requirements

Using modern control methods may release some requirements on
diagnostics on the expense of some uncertainty in the assumptions. An
assessment of this needs further investigations, particularly including
simulations and identification studies. A crude guide-line for the
requirements on the diagnostics without support from such techniques
is given in the table. Some diagnostic techniques used in todays
tokamaks allow for measurements according to the requirements.
However, for some evaluated values like the fuel density nf, and fuel
temperature Tf, the experience of today is limited and further research
and development work will be needed.

Table.
tvaluated
measured
Tf(r.t)
Te(r.t)
nD(M)
nT(r,t)
Po(r.t)
P
Q

or
quantity

Accuracy
[%]

10
10
10
10
10
10
10

Time

fsl
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

resolution Spatial resolution
[cm]

10
10
10
10
10
-
-
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10 AREAS FOR FUTURE WORK

With regards to physics problem, possible extensions of the
present work are on the following aspects:

The presently envisaged rather low burn temperatures ( i.e. Tj< 10
keV ) in a NET/ITER device motivates an extension of the models
used in sec. 4.0 to 6.0 to include Brehmsstralung and radiation
losses.

A number of important profile effects like radially dependent
transport coefficients, density and temperature profile evolution,
plasma geometry, are either neglected or incompletely
described in the 0-D modelling of burn control. The correct
treatment of these effects should be based on 1-D models.
However, the full 1-D transport codes are complex and time
consuming and faster alternative methods ( e.g. variational
techniques) that preserve the 1-D effects have to be developed.

Physics of more plasma components, with energy transfer between
them, in particular, the prospects of using protonium injection or
helium ash for burn control.

Identif ication of physical situations when the linear
approximation is expected to be good, and when the opposite holds.

Areas of particular importance on control theory comprises:

Continued LQ-optimization and time delay studies.

A more complete scanning of parameter regions pertinent to ITER;
use of the offset linear scaling as well.

Inclusion of general questions of robustness versus modelling
errors, noise, and other parasitic signals and measurement errors.
One important case is utilisation of observers, with tradeoff
between speed and noise sensitivity and robustness.

Assessment of the possibilities of using Lyapunov or Lie
transform methods (complete linearization) to take nonlinearities
into account.
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Considerations of requirements on measuring and computing times
and on resolution and accuracy of diagnostics, as well as influence
of random and systematic errors.

Proposed issues for further studies on system identification are as
follows:

Increased mathematical and statistical rigour in the numerical
experiments; looking for possible bias.

Use of identification to reduce robustness requirements of the
control system and requirements on diagnostics.

Contemplate making identification model experiments by
simulation of alpha particle heating by RF.
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13 FIGURE CAPTIONS

1. Contours of constant Paux required to maintain the plasma at
various working points, ITER recommended power law scaling;
ZBff = 1.8; fe = 1.0

2. Contour plot of PaUx ; Zeft = 1.8; fe = 1.5

3. Contour plot of Paux ; Zeff = 1.3; fe = 2.2

4. Contour plot of Paux ; Zeff = 3.5; fe = 2.2

5. Contour plot of Q; Zeu = 1.8; fe = 1.0

6. Contour plot of Q; ZGff = 1.8; fe = 1.5

7. Stability limit for purely thermal perturbation development; Zeft
= 1.8; fe = 1.5.

8. Locus for Trace = 0 for coupled density and temperature
development; Zeff = 1-8; fe = 1.5.

9. Locus for Det = 0; Z8ff = 1.8; fe = 1.5.

10. Stability limit for purely thermal perturbation development; Zetf
= 3.5; fe = 2.2.

11. Locus for Trace = 0; Z6ff = 3.5; fe = 2.2.

12. Locus for Det = 0; Zeff = 3.5; fe = 2.2.

13.

14.

15.

16.

Phase plane
case, with n0

trajectories for
= 2;TO = 15;Z

Same diagram as in fig. 13,

nT-diagram;
uncontrolled

Phase plane
To = 20; Zeff

(n0 = 1;T0 = 12
plasma).

diagram of an
= 2 ;Q 0 = 10; I =

95

an uncontrolled
9ff = 2 ;Q 0 = 10; I

but with Qo = 30.

; Zeff = 3; Qo = 3;

intrinsically stable
= 2;m = -1).

plasma;
= 2; m =

I = 2; m

i plasma

generic
0.

= 0;

; (n0 = 0.8;



17. ITER uncontrolled phase portrait, n0 = 0.9; To = 10; Zeff = 1.8; PaUx
= 60; fe = 1.5.

18. Same as fig. 17, but with fe = 2.2; To= 7.

19. Same as fig. 18, but with fe = 1.

20. Fusion rate <av> for a thermal fusion plasma.

21. The power law exponent for <ov>, viz. p = dln<ov>/dlnT as a function o

22. Plasma heating and power loss as a function of plasma
temperature with plasma power loss assumed to be linearly
dependent on temperature. Two confinement scalings are denoted
by A and B.

23. Comparison between numerically obtained solution ( ) and
approximate solutions according to a = 1/(5+1) (—) and the
variationally determined a (-.-.-) respectively for the case p = 0.5
and 8 = - 0.5 (p = 1+5).

24. Comparisons between numerically obtained solutions and
approximate solutions according to a = 1/(8+1) (---) and the
variationally determined a (-.-.-) respectively for p = 1.5 and 8 =
1.

25. Time evolution of initially peaked temperature profiles for
different on axis values. Note the profile in fig. 25a) (y(0) = 2.3)
evolves to quench whereas the higher on axis value in fig. 25b)
(y(0) = 2.8) causes the profile to ignite.

26. Time evolution of total energy, W(t), for different initial values,
W(0). Note the equilibrium value, Weq, dividing regions of quench
and burn, respectively.

27. Q max as a function of central plasma temperature for different
allowable temperature deviations, 5Tmax/T(0), and for different
temperature scalings, 8, of the thermal conductivity.

28. Unstable burn for n0 = 1; To = 18; Zeff = 2; Qo = 10; I = 1; m = 0.1.

29. SIMO control of the plasma in Fig. 1.
5S - - a( n - n0 ) - b( T - To ), with a = 0.08495; b = 0.005762.
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30. Effect of actuator limitation on control. Parameters as in Figs. 1
and 2, except that Qo = 50, and control parameters are 0.1604 and
0.007539. Curve A corresponds to a 20 % positive temperature
perturbation, and B to 25 %.

31 . ITER optimally controlled burn. Working point as in Chap. 3,
enhancement factor 1.5. Weighting w = (1,1,1,1).

32. Temperature versus time for penalty weights (1,1,1,1) and
(1,10,10,100).

33. Same as Fig. 5, auxiliary heating.

34. Same as Fig. 5, time rate of change of auxiliary heating.

35. Influence of a 10 sec delay, controller optimized for no delay, w =
(1,10,10,100).

36. Same as Fig. 8, but with w = (1,1,1,1).

37. Additional input signal dS, a pseudo-random binary sequence, used
for the numerical simulation of identification.

38. Density variation calculated by the ODE solver.

39. Density scrambled with noise.

40 Temperature calculated by ODE solver.

* Temperature scrambled with noise.

>*. Original and simulated density and temperature.
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PRE-STUDY OF BURN CONTROL IN TOKAMAK REACTOR EXPERIMENTS

T. Elevant, D. Anderson, H. Hamnen, M. Lisak and

H. Persson, May 1991, 97 p. in English

Findings from a general study of issues associated with control of
burning fusion plasmas are reported, and applications to ITER are
given.

A number of control variables are discussed. A zerodimensional
system has been developed and stability against coupled temperature
and density variations are studied. Also space dependent energy balance
and transition to thermonuclear burn are analysed as well as maximum
obtainable Q-values under subignited operation conditions.

Control designs with different input-output strategies are
analysed and numerically simulated, and a numerical experiment on
system identification is made. Requirements on diagnostics are
discussed and areas for further studies are identified.

Key words: Burning fusion plasma, energy balance, tokamak

reactor, variational methods, temperature profile,
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